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Executive summary 

As part of their forthcoming Water Resources Management Plan (WRMP 2019) South 

East Water (SEW) commissioned HR Wallingford to assess the resilience to droughts of 

their Water Resource Zones (WRZs) as part of the Deployable Output (DO) assessment. 

This DO assessment includes consideration of droughts of greater severity than present in 

the historical record, consideration of climate change and optimisation of the reservoir 

control curves for the existing reservoirs. 

The work was split into several tasks.  The methods used for each task, and the associated results are 

presented in this report.  The overarching objectives were to:  

 Evaluate groundwater levels and surface water flows to a range of droughts and future climates both 

within and outside the hindcast historical record and to reflect the anticipated impacts of climate change. 

 Develop conjunctive use water resources system models for WRZs 2 and 3; optimise existing reservoir 

curves in WRZs 2 and 3. 

 Generate DO time series for the worst historical drought, a selection of more severe droughts and to 

reflect the anticipated impacts of climate change for each WRZ. 

 To present each WRZ’s resilience to drought using drought response surfaces for all WRZs. 

The general methodology followed is described by the flow chart, Figure S.1 and summarised below. 

Develop climate datasets 

Five climate datasets were developed and applied to achieve the objectives of the assessment: 

 Hindcast historical records from 1910 (groundwater sources) and 1918 (surface water sources). 

 Stochastically generated time series to provide an extended library of plausible weather sequences with 

which to assess system resilience to droughts and guide the estimation of the likelihood of occurrence of 
different types of droughts. The stochastic sequences are taken from the WRSE

1
 project and consist of 

multiple time series based on the 1918 - 1997 period of baseline precipitation. PET and daily rainfall 

were then re-sampled from a 1974 -1997 dataset based on a closest monthly match of precipitation.  

 A third dry winter scenario designed as a plausible drought scenario with which to assess system 

performance during a prolonged drought event not present in the hindcast historical record. No analysis 

has been undertaken to assess its likelihood of occurrence but is considered a useful means of 

understanding and communicating how a system might perform during such an extended event. 

 A synthetic drought library to systematically evaluate how sources (and WRZs) respond to a range of 

droughts of increasing stress, both in terms of increased duration and precipitation deficits, including 

events well beyond the severity of those present in the hindcast historical record. The resulting drought 

response surfaces communicate the types of droughts to which a system is particularly vulnerable, the 

rate of system performance degradation to increasing drought stress and can highlight ‘tipping points’ at 

which system behaviour fundamentally changes.  Events from the hindcast historical record are then 

added to the drought response surface to demonstrate where these events sit in relation to the system’s 

resilience to droughts.  

                                                      

1
 Project undertaken by ATKINS with outputs made available to HR Wallingford in November 2016 
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 Climate change time series, based on the UKCP09 probabilistic projections, enable estimates of the 
range and likelihood of potential impacts of climate change on DO.  As recommended in the latest 

guidance (Environment Agency, 2017) this has considered the 2080s because at this time-horizon the 

climate change signal is considered more distinguishable from natural climate variability.  

 

 

Figure S.1: Overview of methodology 

Groundwater modelling 

The groundwater modelling developed a framework to test drought sensitivity and climate change for 

groundwater sources in each of SEW’s WRZs.  Recharge models were set up for “signature sites” across all 

of SEW’s WRZs.  Multiple linear regression was used to relate recharge to groundwater levels for the 

signature sites so that the groundwater level impacts of different droughts and climate change may be 

estimated.  The impacts at groundwater sources are scaled from the impacts at the signature sites.  Then, 

source-yield curves are used to translate these impacts into DO.   

The results of this analysis are multiple time series of average and peak DO for all modelled SEW’s 

groundwater sources which are subsequently aggregated to the WRZ scale.  For WRZs 2 and 3, the outputs 
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are used as inputs for the water resource systems models to understand the impacts on WRZ-level system 

performance and DO. 

Surface water modelling 

The surface water modelling developed a framework to test drought sensitivity and climate change for 

vulnerable surface water sources in SEW’s WRZ.  HYSIM precipitation-runoff models for the rivers Ouse at 

Barcombe Mill and Cuckmere (WRA, 2016) were run, to generate multiple river flow time series for the 

different droughts and climate change sequences developed.  For certain surface water sources, namely, 

Crowhurst Bridge, Wallers Haven, Keleher and the River Medway Scheme (Burham and Bewl) fixed values 

were used.  These values were obtained from SEW directly. 

The results from this analysis are used to understand the drought and climate vulnerability of critical surface 

water sites and to provide inputs into the water resources models to understand the impacts on WRZ-level 

system performance and DO in WRZs 2 and 3. 

Water resources models 

Conjunctive use water resources models  

Conjunctive use water resources models have been developed for WRZs 2 and 3 using Kestrel-WRM, 

HR Wallingford’s water resources system modelling platform, to allow conjunctive use DO assessment, 

drought resilience assessment and the quantification of the potential benefit from demand restrictions for 

differing drought events. 

The water resource system models seek to maximise DO at the WRZ level reflecting license and operational 

constraints, resource availability and Levels of Service (LoS
2
) and demand restrictions implemented through 

reservoir control curves.  Conjunctive use benefits are realised by seeking to make greater use of surface 

water sources during the winter period when it is naturally more plentiful and in turn utilising groundwater 

sources less.  Conversely, during summer periods when reservoir storage is limited, groundwater sources 

are called upon as the primary resource with surface water storage preserved as much as is possible. 

Reservoir curve optimisation 

The reservoirs, Ardingly and Arlington have associated reservoir control curves which are used to assess the 

state of the reservoir storage during the year and inform operational actions in response to the storage state.  

SEW identified concerns that their existing control curves may not now best reflect their operational 

procedures and existing Levels of Services.  The reservoir curve optimisation method, based around the use 

of a Genetic Algorithm, had three primary objectives against which to evaluate the performance of candidate 

reservoir curves: 

1. Minimise the number of years where a moderate curve transgression occurs. 

2. Minimise the number of days where a severe curve transgression occurs. 

3. Maximise the lowest historical reservoir storage (a proxy for potentially increasing DO). 

                                                      

2
 At SEW, LoS are made up of four separate drought triggers with respect to; reservoir storage, signature site 

groundwater levels, cumulative recharge and demand.  Therefore, the number of transgressions of the moderate and 

severe reservoir control curves makes up only one out of four of the drought triggers that contributes to SEW’s overall 

LoS.  SEW’s current LoS are 1 in 10 TUBS (Temporary Use Bans), 1 in 40 NEUS (Non-Essential Use Bans), 1 in 50 

drought permits and orders, never standpipes or rota cuts. 
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The resulting optimisation highlighted that curves could be selected to maximise one of these metrics but 

there would naturally be a trade-off in the performance the other metrics.  In order to understand these trade-

offs, a multi-objective optimisation process was undertaken to identify a short-list of reservoir curve sets with 

each providing an optimal but different solution.  From these short-lists a new set of curves for each of the 

reservoirs was subsequently selected through discussions with SEW and has been used in the final DO and 

drought resilience assessments presented in this report. 

DO assessment 

Calculating DO and drought resilience 

The DO of a WRZ is the output of a commissioned source or group of sources, for the design drought 

selected, as constrained by: hydrological yield; licenced quantities; environment (represented through 

licence constraints); pumping plant and/or well/aquifer properties; raw water mains and/or aqueducts; 

transfer and/or output main; treatment; water quality. The DO of a WRZ is also constrained by the LoS that a 

water company is committed to delivering to its customers. 

The DO assessment provides WRZ level DO estimate based on the design droughts in the historical record; 

and, WRZ level drought resilience assessment for a range of design drought events including events that are 

worse than those experienced historically (i.e. making use of stochastic drought scenarios and the third dry 

winter scenario).  

Groundwater dominated WRZs (WRZs1 and 4-8): the WRZ DO assessment utilised source-level 

groundwater DO under a 1 in 50 year event as assessed by SEW for this WRMP (using DO LoS for 

WRMP14).  SEW also provided the relevant data on source operational constraints i.e. minimum vertical and 

horizontal (DAPWL) constraints (Jacobs, 2016).  The WRZ level DO is then calculated using group and WRZ 

aggregation rules which were also provided by SEW. 

Conjunctive use WRZs (WRZs 2 and 3): the conjunctive use water resources models are used to 

undertake the WRZ DO assessment.  These models contain all of the operational constraints that need to be 

considered within the system (as provided by SEW) and account for the WRZ groundwater DO.  For the 

design droughts, the remaining consideration is therefore in determining the demand which the water supply 

system can be run whilst maintaining LoS.  This is done by systematically increasing the demand that is 

place upon the water supply system until the system failure constraint is reached. The system failure 

constraints that have been considered are an unfulfilled demand, breaching the reservoir emergency storage 

or failing to meet the LoS. It should be noted that for the analysis for drought resilience assessment that 

incorporates stochastic drought events (and the third dry winter drought event), LoS have not been taken 

into account. 

For all WRZs the additional DO provided by bulk transfers and any unmodelled sources is not considered to 

be constrained by anything other than by the relevant licence(s).  

Drought selection 

The aim of the drought selection process is to identify drought events with a defined severity of impact and 

defined duration of event. For groundwater dominated WRZs only a single, typically 24 month duration 

event, has been selected for each severity level (termed ‘design’ / ~1 in 100, ‘severe’ / ~1 in 200 and 

‘extreme’ / ~1 in 500).   
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In WRZ2 and WRZ3 the drought selection has been made based on the surface water DO and has 

considered three contrasting drought profile durations (12, 18 and 24 months) to reflect how different types 

of events may influence conjunctive use and the effectiveness of demand restrictions. 

Drought selection makes use of the stochastically derive climate data.  Differences between the worst 

historic DO, in a 100 year record, and the DO of the same likelihood in the stochastic data indicates that the 

stochastic data does not statistically recreate the expected variability of the historical dataset.  It suggests a 

dry bias, particularly evident in WRZ2, and that the probability of exceedance from the stochastic library 

along should not be relied upon in absolute terms and emphasises that return periods associated with 

drought events should be treated with caution. 

Results 

The total DO results for Average Deployable Output (ADO) for all the modelled sources in the WRZs are 

evaluated are as follows in Table S.1. 

Table S.1: ADO WRZ level results for modelled surface water and groundwater sources only 

WRZ 

Worst Historical Drought (Ml/d) 

Modelled sources only 

1 36.78 

2 71.36 

3 60.38 

4 137.09 

5 53.97 

6* 50.87 

7 7.45 

8** 111.37 

Notes:  Results are provided for all modelled sources only, with the exception of WRZ2 which includes a fixed value 
for the Shellbrook source.  Non-modelled sources and bulk supplies are not provided as these may be subject 
to minor changes at the time of writing.  For WRZ2 and 3, the results for the Worst Historical Drought consider 
a restriction to the number of reservoir curve transgressions that may occur as a proxy for LoS.  

 * A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. Please note that, 
consequently, there will be a slight discrepancy between these values and those reported in the planning 
tables.   

** Reduction in DO when all sources are considered due to export from this zone. 

The range of total DO results for the ADO of all modelled sources, by WRZ, under the climate change 

scenarios evaluated are as follows in Table S.2. 

Table S.2: Climate change results: ADO WRZ level results for the 2080s, medium emission scenario, for the 
5th, 50th and 95th percentile of the climate change simulations. 

WRZ 

5th percentile 

Ml/d (%) 

50th percentile 

Ml/d (%) 

95th percentile 

Ml/d (%) 

1 35.82 (-0.28) 35.92 (0) 36.78 (2.39) 

2 39.21 (-45.05) 63.35 (-11.22) 73.45 (2.93) 
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WRZ 

5th percentile 

Ml/d (%) 

50th percentile 

Ml/d (%) 

95th percentile 

Ml/d (%) 

3 56.15 (-7.01) 59.38 (-1.66) 61.88 (2.48) 

4 134.45 (-1.93) 137.30 (0.15) 148.65 (8.43) 

5 53.81 (-0.3) 54.07 (0.19) 57.49 (6.52) 

6* 50.77 (-0.2) 50.97 (0.2) 50.97 (0.2) 

7 7.25 (-2.68) 7.45 (0) 8.4 (12.75) 

8 111.22 (-0.13) 111.40 (0.03) 112.00 (0.57) 

Source:  Results include all modelled sources only, with the exception of WRZ2 which includes a fixed value for the 
Shellbrook source.  Non-modelled sources and bulk supplies are considered separately by SEW.  For each 
UKCP09 scenario demand has been incrementally increased to identify the demand which most closely 
replicates the historical LoS. 

*A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. This should not result in any 
material difference in response to climate change, but please note that there will be a slight discrepancy 
between these values and those reported in the planning tables. 

The total DO results for ADO for all modelled sources in all the WRZs evaluated for the three drought 

severities and third dry winter scenario are as follows in Table S.3. 

Table S.3: Drought resilience results: ADO WRZ level results for each drought severity and the third dry 
winter scenario 

WRZ 

Design Drought, 

Ml/d  

modelled sources only  

Severe drought 

Ml/d  

modelled sources only  

Extreme drought 

Ml/d  

modelled sources only  

Third dry winter 

Ml/d  

modelled sources only  

1 36.78  36.78  36.78  35.92  

2 73.99 84.18  

74.49  

67.99  

68.53  

67.99  

62.49  

62.49  

62.44  

67.21  

3 61.38  

61.38  

61.15  

60.15  

60.15  

60.88  

58.38  

58.15  

57.65  

61.60  

4 137.16  135.91  134.91  136.52  

5 53.97  53.92  53.91  53.97  

6* 50.87  50.82  50.77  50.72  

7 7.45  7.40  7.35  7.45  

8 111.37  111.32  111.27  111.27  

Source:  Results are provided for all modelled sources only, with the exception of WRZ2 which includes a fixed value 
for the Shellbrook source.  For WRZ2 and 3, three sets of results are provided for each drought scenario, 
driven by the results of the surface water DO analysis. Restriction to the number of reservoir curve 
transgressions that may occur has not been considered. 

*A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. This should not result in any 
material difference in drought response, but please note that there will be a slight discrepancy between these 
values and those reported in the planning tables. 
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Acronyms 

Table S.4: Useful acronyms 

Acronym Description 

ADO Average Deployable Output 

BFI Base Flow Index 

DO Deployable Output 

DRWL Drought Resting Water Level 

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

GEAR Gridded Estimates of Areal Rainfall 

HY Hydrological Year (October – September) 

LHS Latin Hypercube Sampling 

LTA Long Term Average 

mAOD Metres Above Ordnance Datum 

MLR Multiple Linear Regression 

NRFA National River Flow Archive 

PDO Peak Deployable Output 

PET Potential Evapotranspiration 

SEW South East Water 

SMD Soil Moisture Deficit 

UKCP09 UK Climate Projections 2009 

WG Weather Generator 

WRMP Water Resource Management Plan 

WRSE Water Resources South East 

WRZ Water Resource Zone 
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1. Introduction 

As part of their forthcoming Water Resources Management Plan (WRMP 2019) South East Water (SEW) 

commissioned HR Wallingford to assess the resilience to droughts of their Water Resource Zones (WRZs) 

as part of the Deployable Output (DO) assessment. This DO assessment includes consideration of droughts 

of greater severity than present in the historical record.  HR Wallingford was also asked to undertake the 

climate change assessment for WRMP 2019 to quantify the range of projected impacts on DO and to 

optimise the reservoir control curves for the existing reservoirs. 

This document describes the data sources, assumptions, models and methods used to undertake the 

analyses.  The results of the analyses are presented in each section and the overall DO results are 

summarised at the end of the document and in the Executive Summary. 

1.1. Guidance 

The Environment Agency provides guidance to Water Companies on how to prepare their WRMPs 

(Environment Agency, 2012, 2013, and 2017b; and Environment Agency & Natural Resources Wales, 2017). 

The draft WRMP guidelines have highlighted that water companies need to know how much water is reliably 

available to supply their customers in each of their WRZs “through a range of challenging droughts”. 

However, the latest water resources plans in England and Wales (WRMP 2014) typically tested the 

resilience of public water supply systems only against the worst droughts in the historical record. To address 

this point, this study uses a combination of stochastically generated droughts and a systematic “bottom-up” 

approach to evaluate how SEW’s water supply system would respond when pushed beyond the conditions 

to which it has been previously designed. This systematic approach, which tests the water supply system’s 

performance under a range of synthetic drought events with different characteristics, was developed as part 

of the Environment Agency’s project “Understanding the performance of water supply systems during mild to 
extreme droughts” (Anderton et al., 2015).  

Additionally, for WRMP 2019, the Environment Agency has published updated supplementary guidance 

(Environment Agency, 2017b) that suggests water companies in England to determine the potential impacts 

of climate change for the 2080s and use these results to scale back the impacts through each year of the 

planning horizon. Therefore, this analysis uses UKCP09 climate factors (Murphy et al., 2009) to perturb 

baseline precipitation and PET time series. This produces a future climate change time series for 

precipitation and PET. This is carried out for the 2080s under a Medium Emission scenario. These 

representations of potential future climates are then used for the subsequent groundwater recharge and 

surface water modelling. 

Finally, for WRMP 2019, the Environment Agency requires water companies to provide additional information 

in their planning tables, linking to their drought plans. This includes providing information on DO impacts for 

both historical and more extreme droughts. To help estimate the impact of droughts with specific return 

periods, this analysis uses stochastic drought sequences that were developed by ATKINS for the Water 

Resources in the South East (WRSE) project
3
. Consistent with SEW’s drought plan, the impacts are 

estimated for droughts that have approximately  a 0.5% (‘severe’) and a 0.02% (‘extreme’) chance of 

occurring in any given year.  

                                                      

3
 Made available to HR Wallingford in November 2016 
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1.2. Aims 

The overall aim of the analysis is to assess SEW’s resilience to droughts and climate change to support the 

DO values that will form part of SEW’s forthcoming WRMP19. 

1.3. Objectives 

An overview of the objectives of this assessment is as follows: 

 Evaluate groundwater levels and surface water flows to a range of droughts and future climates both 

within the historical record, outside the historical record and for the 2080s time-horizon (to reflect the 

anticipated impacts of climate change). 

 Develop conjunctive use water resources system models using the Kestrel – WRM modelling platform for 

WRZs 2 and 3. 

 Optimise existing reservoir curves in WRZs 2 and 3. 

 Generate DO time series for the worst historical drought, a selection of contrasting, more severe 

droughts and for the 2080s time-horizon (to reflect the anticipated impacts of climate change) for each 

WRZ. 

 Present each WRZ’s resilience to drought using drought response surfaces for all WRZs. 

More detailed objectives for each part of the analyses are discussed separately in subsequent sections of 

this report. 
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2. Overview of methods 

Detailed methods are described within each section.  However, the approach to the analysis took the general 

form shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Overview of methodology 

2.1. Development of climate data sets 

This section describes the methods followed to produce the five sets of weather time series for use in the 

groundwater recharge models of the fourteen SEW signature groundwater sites and the surface water 

HYSIM assessment:  

 Hindcast historical record 

 Stochastic drought sequences, Section 2.1.1 

 Third dry winter scenario, Section 2.1.3 

 Synthetic drought events, Section 2.1.4 

 Climate change time series, Section 2.1.5. 
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2.1.1. Hindcast historical records 

Hindcast historical records were developed for the groundwater (1910-2014) and surface water (1918 – 

2000) modelling.  These data were developed from different sources and are described in Sections 3 and 4.    

2.1.2. Stochastic drought sequences 

The aim of using stochastically generated time series in this analysis is to guide the estimation of the impact 

of droughts with specific likelihood of occurrence (i.e. return period; see Sections 3.3.2, 4.3.2 and 6.3.2). This 

information is required for the latest planning tables, in Table 10, which seeks to test water supply system 

drought resilience. 

Stochastic time series are generated by the work done under the WRSE project, led by Atkins. 

HR Wallingford provided Atkins with daily precipitation and monthly Potential Evapotranspiration (PET) totals 

for the Ouse, Cuckmere and Wallers Haven surface water catchments and 5 km radiuses around signature 

groundwater sites and for from 1910 to 2011.  

The WRSE project used an R/GAMLSS - based weather generator (WG), to artificially produce monthly 

precipitation data at sub-catchment level (200 series of 78 years = 15,600 years in total). The WG-derived 

data consists of multiple time series based on the 1918 - 1997 period of baseline precipitation. The PET and 

daily rainfall were re-sampled from a 1974 -1997 dataset based on a closest monthly match of precipitation. 

For further information on the WRSE stochastic generation please refer to the reporting associated with that 

project. 

2.1.3. Third dry winter scenario 

As part of SEWs drought planning a “what if?” scenario of three consecutive dry winters was also developed 

to assess system performance during a prolonged drought event not present in the hindcast historical 

record. This was created by taking the climatology of the 2010-12 drought, which had 2 consecutive dry 

winters, and repeating the dry winter time series from April 2011 to March 2012, as opposed to using the 

observed climatology which was very wet. This third dry winter scenario is used as a “what if?” scenario to 

complement stochastic drought events and focus on system performance under a prolonged event. No 

analysis has been undertaken to assess the plausibility or likelihood of this event happening. 

2.1.4. Synthetic droughts development 

This approach aims to systematically evaluate how SEW’s sources would respond to a range of droughts 

including when pushed beyond the conditions to which it has previously experienced in the historical record. 

This method creates a response surface that visualises how a system response changes to increasing 

drought stress with a range of synthetic drought events, each comprising a defined duration and intensity 

with regards to deviation from the long term average precipitation. These response surfaces communicate 

the types of droughts to which a system is particularly vulnerable, the rate of system performance 

degradation to increasing drought stress and can highlight ‘tipping points’ at which system behaviour 

fundamentally changes.  Events from the hindcast historical record are then added to the drought response 

surface to demonstrate where these events sit in relation to the system’s resilience to droughts. 
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Drought Sensitivity Framework 

Synthetic drought events are created by sampling the historical data record on a monthly basis to construct 

drought events with defined characteristics. The three main characteristics explored in this work are: 

 drought duration (in months); 

 drought severity, tested through varying deficits to long term average (LTA) precipitation from 1960 to 

1990; 

 drought seasonality, tested by variations in the timing of drought initiation and reflects the influence of 

winter recharge/refill (through testing with both an April and October drought start month). 

Drought duration is tested from a minimum of 6 months to a maximum of 48 months, at 6-monthly intervals. 

Drought severity ranges from 100 % to 30 % of LTA precipitation at increments of 5 %. Drought seasonality 

is tested for droughts starting in April and droughts starting in October. Further background to this 

methodology can be found in the EA’s project “Understanding the performance of water supply systems 

during mild to extreme droughts” (EA, 2015). 

A drought sensitivity framework is implemented to test the resulting interaction of duration, severity and 

seasonality of droughts on SEW’s sources. This is presented as a matrix of precipitation deficit, duration and 

severity (expressed as percentage of LTA), for a particular timing of drought initiation. 

As SEW covers a large supply area, the sampling was carried out on historical precipitation of the East and 

West areas separately. The spatial extent of the East and West drought areas is shown on Figure 2.2. For 

the Groundwater analysis, synthetic droughts for Stonor Park, Folly Cottage, Lower Wield Farm, and 

Hambledon Old School were developed by sampling the average historical precipitation data of the West 

drought area. Synthetic droughts for all other signature groundwater sites and the Ouse, Cuckmere and 

Wallers Haven surface water catchments were developed by sampling the East drought area. 
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Figure 2.2: Synthetic drought areas 
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Development of drought sequences  

For each synthetic drought event, a drought sequence is developed. Each individual drought sequence has a 

duration of 25 years and consists of three distinctive periods:  

 A ten year run-in period, to ensure that each drought starts from identical initial conditions. 

 A synthetic drought event of varying duration defined according to the drought characteristics presented 

by the drought sensitivity framework above. 

 A recovery period of at least eleven years (depending on drought duration), ensuring synthetic 

sequences had the same time period. 

Each drought sequence is characterised by monthly intensity in precipitation and PET, expressed as a 

percentage of LTA. For both run-in and recovery periods, precipitation and PET intensities are equal to 

100 % LTA (average conditions), for all months. For each drought event period, synthetic precipitation and 

PET sequences are created by resampling months with intensity closest to the intensity profile from historical 

precipitation and PET.  

The process for doing this is as follows: 

 CEH-GEAR gridded rainfall data (Tanguy et al., 2014) is extracted and averaged for the area in question 

and a monthly total calculated.  For the groundwater analysis, data for both the East and West drought 

areas is applicable.  For the surface water analysis, data for the East droughts area is used because this 

encompasses the Ouse, Cuckmere and Wallers Haven catchments. 

 CEH-GEAR data is sampled to identify the month/year that correspond to droughts of different severities. 

This is then used to sample the historical record at the signature groundwater site.  

 For example, for a drought severity of 70 % LTA, if January 1963 precipitation corresponds to 69.2 % 

of LTA for January and this is the closest value to 70 % in the average drought area time series, then 

January 1963 will be identified and scaled accordingly. Data for January 1963 will then be sampled 

from the historical record for the signature groundwater site or surface water catchment as 

necessary.  This approach maintains the spatial coherence between sites/catchments by ensuring 

that the temporal sequencing of the synthetic droughts is the same. 

 PET sequences are created by taking the monthly PET coincident to the sampled precipitation month 

from the historical records of the groundwater sites or catchments (i.e. the sampling is all based on the 

precipitation).  Note that consecutive time steps can be sampled from different years.  Historical PET 

data are most reliable from 1960 to 2011. Thus, if the rainfall LTA and drought profile is based on months 

outside of this time period, a substitute month is chosen from this time window. 
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Example synthetic drought 

A selection of synthetic droughts is shown below, for different drought severities, durations and starting 

months (April and October; 6 month at 90% of LTA; 24 months at 60% of LTA; 36 months at 30% of LTA; 

and, 48 months at 80% of LTA precipitation), for the Ouse at Barcombe Mills. Once the synthetic drought 

scenarios were produced, they were input to SEW’s HYSIM hydrological models to simulate river flows. 

Droughts beginning in April typically have additional available resource from winter recharge, resulting in a 

reduced impact on flows.  Droughts beginning in October don’t have that additional resource and therefore 

a greater impact is observed. This is evident in the shorter duration droughts i.e. a 6-month drought of 

90% LTA precipitation (black line) recovers much quicker when it starts in April than when it starts in 

October. 

The shape of the precipitation drought profile is similar to the synthetic LTA profile, but reduced by the 

precipitation deficit describing the severity of the drought. As drought severity is increased, the number of 

historical months that approximate the required severity reduces and the factors required to alter 

precipitation are increased in order to create a synthetic drought with a large deficit to the LTA. 

The PET profile does not vary as much as the precipitation profile because PET is not adjusted with a 

factor in the same manner as precipitation is. It is assumed to be the original sampled PET. Therefore, the 

physical relationship between precipitation and PET is more accurate for less severe droughts, where 

historical precipitation months that approximate the drought severity are available, without the use of more 

extreme precipitation adjustment factors. 

 

Example inputs and outputs for synthetic droughts beginning in April and October, for Ouse at Barcombe Mills. The 

shaded areas correspond to the timing of the ‘meteorological drought’ within each sequence (the shade colour is 

based on the colour of the corresponding lines) 
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2.1.5. Climate change time series 

The aim of developing a climate change time series is to enable SEW to determine the potential impacts of 

climate change on DO. The Environment Agency supplementary guidance (2017) recommends that this 

should be done for the 2080s because at that time-horizon the climate change signal is considered more 

distinguishable from natural climate variability. The resulting impacts on DO are then scaled back through 

each year of the planning horizon based on the approach set-out in the Environment Agency supplementary 

guidance (2017).  

UKCP09 climate change projections consist of 10,000 sets of potential future climates. These are expressed 

as monthly, seasonal, and annual change factors for temperature and precipitation. Change factors are 

projected for 30-year time windows, relative to a 1961 to 1990 baseline, and for three emissions scenarios; 

low, medium, and high. For this project, the medium emissions scenario for the period 2070 - 2099 (the 

2080s) was selected as typically used within the industry. These factors can then be applied to baseline 

climatology to produce climate series that are considered plausible representations of the future climate for 

use in hydrological and water resources modelling. 

Modelling all 10,000 projections would be computationally impracticable for this study. Therefore, 100 

projections are sampled from the 10,000 UKCP09 climate change projections using a method called Latin 

Hypercube Sampling (LHS, McKay et al., 1979); a statistical sampling procedure which aims to capture the 

full range of a dataset across multiple dimensions. In this study, the LHS considered the covariance across 

the eight dimensions of seasonal temperature and precipitation changes to identify a representative sub-

sample of scenarios. LHS has the advantage over a purely random sampling that it is designed such that the 

selected UKCP09 projections maintain a representative range of uncertainty across seasons and variables 

(i.e. temperature and precipitation). This mitigates the potential for random samples selecting projections 

unrepresentative of the full 10,000 in any of the dimensions (i.e. seasons and variables).  

UKCP09 projections are downloadable as 10,000 climate change factors for either a 25 km
2
 grid cell or an 

area average for river basin regions and administrative regions.  The Thames and South East River Basins 

and the South East Administrative Area are all potentially suitable geographical areas for use in this analysis.  

Therefore, a comparison of the 2080s monthly change factors for temperature and precipitation for these 

three regions was undertaken.  The change factors for these three regions are very similar for temperature.  

The South East River Basin area change factors show a slightly wider range of impact for precipitation in the 

winter months compared to the other geographical areas and as a result, this was the area chosen for this 

analysis.   

The 10,000 climate change factors for the South East River Basin area were sampled using the LHS method 

to produce a representative sample of 100 climate change factors.  These 100 UKCP09 temperature and 

precipitation factors were then used to perturb the baseline (historical) temperature and precipitation time 

series. UKCP09 does not provide changes in potential evapotranspiration (PET) which are essential for 

modelling the impacts of climate change on hydrology.  The perturbed temperature time series were 

converted into PET time series, using the Oudin PET formula (Oudin et al., 2005). The new perturbed time 

series of temperature and PET were input to the recharge and hydrological models to simulate future 

recharge and flow time series.   
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3. Groundwater assessment 

3.1. Summary 

The aim of this part of the assessment is to develop a framework to test drought sensitivity and climate 

change for groundwater sources in each of SEW’s WRZs. The results of this analysis are multiple time series 

of average and peak DO for all modelled SEW’s groundwater sources which are subsequently aggregated to 

the WRZ scale. However, it should be noted these values will only reflect the DO from those groundwater 

sources included in the modelling (refer to Appendix A.1 for a list of sources not included in this analysis) 

and will also exclude any DO from bulk transfers which are considered as part of Section 6. 

The results from this analysis should be used to understand the drought and climate vulnerability of 

groundwater sources and to provide inputs into the water resources models used to the estimate the DO of 

SEW’s WRZs 2 and 3. 

3.2. Objectives 

The main objectives of this work are: 

 to set up recharge models for SEW signature groundwater sites to be modelled; 

 to set up multiple linear regression models to relate recharge to groundwater level for SEW signature 

groundwater sites; 

 to set up source yield curve shifting models for modelled groundwater sources; 

 to develop an inventory of synthetic drought events for modelled groundwater sources; 

 to generate DO time series for modelled groundwater sources (also aggregated to the WRZ scale) for 

the following climate sequences: 

 the hindcast historical period (1910-2014); 

 an ensemble of synthetic drought events; 

 15,600 years of stochastically generated weather sequences; 

 an ensemble of UKCP09 climate change scenarios; 

 to generate drought response surfaces for modelled groundwater sources aggregated to the WRZ scale. 

As part of this work, three ensembles of recharge, multiple linear regression and curve shifting models were 

used to translate the drought and climate change sequences into peak and average DO time series for 

SEW’s modelled groundwater sources. The outputs of these models and the outputs described in this 

section are subsequently input into water resource system models to understand the impacts on system 

performance and DO. 

3.3. Summary of input data 

The following input data were required for this analysis: 

 observed groundwater levels; 

 Oudin (2005) PET time series; 

 CEH-GEAR (Tanguy et al., 2014) time series; 
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 source yield diagrams for each modelled groundwater source; 

 UK Climate Projections (UKCP09)
4
, probabilistic projections of temperature and precipitation, for the 

2080s, under a Medium Emission scenario; 

 stochastically generated drought sequences (sourced from the WRSE project). 

3.3.1. Hindcast historical climate 

Precipitation data were extracted from the GEAR dataset for 5 km radiuses around each signature 

groundwater site. Tanguy et al. (2014) provides a full description of the dataset. The dataset includes daily 

rainfall on a 1 km grid from 1890 to 2014. 

PET data were calculated using the Oudin methodology (Oudin et al., 2005). This is an empirical 

methodology which requires temperature data and latitude to generate a PET time series. A daily time series 

of historical mean temperature from 1910 to 2011 was downloaded from UK Climate Projections (2009). 

Using this data, a 1 km gridded PET time series was calculated covering a 5 km radius of each borehole. 

Further work was undertaken to extend the PET time series to 2014, i.e. to cover the same time period as 

the precipitation time series. Data from six Met Office historical stations were downloaded which contained a 

daily time series of maximum temperature and rainfall (Metoffice.gov.uk, 2016). A summary of the data is 

provided in Table 3.1. The Oudin method was applied to each site to calculate a daily PET time series. A 

multiple linear regression (MLR) was developed for each borehole and its three closest historical stations, 

extending the PET time series to 2016. 

Table 3.1: Summary of temperature stations 

Temperature station name Monitoring time period 

Cambridge NIAB 1959 – 2016 

Eastbourne 1959 – 2016 

Heathrow 1948 – 2016 

Hurn 1957 – 2016 

Manston 1934 – 2016 

Oxford 1853 – 2016 

Source:  Metoffice.gov.uk (2016) 

3.3.2. Other climate data 

Other climatological data is used in the analysis to test response to droughts of different severities and 

durations and the impacts of climate change.  The development of these datasets is described in more detail 

in Section 2.1 but is summarised below: 

 Stochastic data: are used to help estimate the impact of droughts with specific return periods.  

Adjustment of stochastic data was required at a number of signature groundwater sites. There are two 

reasons for this. Firstly, stochastic data was not generated as part of the WRSE project for all signature 

groundwater sites. Secondly, the incorrect location used to extract the historical data at Folly Cottage. 

                                                      

4
 http://ukclimateprojections-ui.metoffice.gov.uk/ui/admin/login.php © Crown Copyright 2009 

http://ukclimateprojections-ui.metoffice.gov.uk/ui/admin/login.php
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 Third dry winter: A “what if?” scenario of three consecutive dry winters; developed to assess system 

performance during a prolonged drought event not present in the hindcast historical record.  

 Synthetic droughts: are used to systematically evaluate how SEW’s groundwater sources would 

respond to a range of droughts including when pushed beyond the conditions to which it has previously 

experienced. The drought events are used as input to the recharge models for SEW’s fourteen signature 

groundwater sites. The output recharge time series are then applied to MLR groundwater models for 

signature groundwater sites. A scaled groundwater level time series for all groundwater sources was 

developed using scaling factors and signature groundwater site relationship information provided by 

SEW. The output groundwater level time series are then input to the DO assessment model for 148 

groundwater sources. 

 Climate change time series: are used to enable SEW to determine the potential impacts of climate 

change on groundwater DO. 

3.3.3. Groundwater level data 

Groundwater level data for numerous sites in the SEW area were provided by SEW and the Environment 

Agency, from which fourteen signature groundwater sites were selected. Selection was based upon 

coverage of supply area aquifers and the quality of monitoring data. The selected signature groundwater 

sites cover the range of aquifers and WRZs in the SEW supply area. Each signature groundwater site has at 

least ten years monitoring data and good coverage of annual minimum groundwater levels. A summary of 

signature groundwater sites is provided in Table 3.2 and locations are shown on Figure 3.1. 

A time series of minimum groundwater levels per hydrological year (HY) was developed to calibrate the 

groundwater models. Data sparse years were removed from the time series due to uncertainty in the 

minimum groundwater level.  
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Table 3.2: Summary of signature groundwater sites 

WRZ Signature groundwater site Monitoring period 
British National 

Grid Reference 

Groundwater level statistics 

(mAOD) 

Min Mean Max 

2* Houndean Bottom Jan 1977 – Feb 2016 SU 39286 10151 -1.97 10.53 30.47 

2* Whitelot Bottom May 1973 – Jul 2016 TQ 23123 08204  26.00 32.85 43.43 

3 Cross in Knaves Mar 1978 – May 2016 TQ 56213 18826 71.69 73.57 76.51 

3 West Dean No3 Oct 1976 – Jun 2016 TV 52986 99263 0.87 1.78 7.46 

4 Folly Cottage Feb 1950 – Jul 2015 SU 8334 7884 28.89 33.31 41.49 

4 Lower Wield Farm Oct 1958 – Jun 2016 SU 6360 4049 90.25 95.93 103.80 

4* Stonor Park May 1961 – Jun 2016 SU 7419 8924 61.52 74.99 92.16 

5* Hambledon Old School Sep 1976 – Jan 2016 TQ 9675 3892 94.44 96.46 99.02 

6 Ryarsh No2 Nov 1976 – Jun 2016 TQ 66699 60440 5.80 11.92 18.40 

6 Stansted Jan 1975 – May 2016 TQ 60676 62895 37.27 44.74 69.47 

7 Elphicks Farm Jan 1992 – Jun 2016 TQ 7020 3775 12.96 23.66 28.89 

8 Charing No7 Jan 1994 – Jun 2016 TQ 92983 51015 70.89 71.84 72.91 

8 Dane Court Farm Jan 1975 – Jun 2016 TR 04111 58051 27.86 31.60 38.34 

8 Duckpit Farm Jan 1995 – Jun 2016 TR 1238 5008 37.00 50.82 62.52 

Notes: *Signature groundwater site is not located within a WRZ, nearest WRZ is listed instead 
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Figure 3.1: SEW signature groundwater sites 
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3.3.4. Source yield diagrams 

Source yield diagrams were provided by SEW for each modelled groundwater source. The diagrams 

represent the current understanding of how individual and grouped sources respond to pumping during 

periods of low groundwater levels. This understanding is primarily informed by operational data.  A drought 

has not occurred between 2012 and 2016, so the operational data is consistent with the WRMP14 

assessment.  Constraints data has been updated since the last plan, where necessary.  Development and 

application of the curves also involves expert judgement. As such, digitising the source yield diagrams and 

associated data and information has been an iterative process guided by SEW. 

3.4. Modelling and results 

3.4.1. Overview 

A combination of recharge modelling, groundwater modelling, and DO assessment was required to translate 

the impact of drought sequences on DO.  Modelling methods applied include industry standard methods, 

such as the FAO56 recharge methodology (Allen et al., 1998), and models developed for this project, i.e. the 

MLR groundwater modelling and curve shifting models.  A schematic of the modelling process is provided in 

Figure 3.2. 

The sections below describe the method followed to simulate recharge, groundwater levels and DO rates: 

1. Recharge modelling, Section 3.4.2; 

2. Multiple linear regression groundwater level modelling, Section 3.4.3; 

3. DO assessment, Section 3.4.4. 

This report is accompanied by a number of files, including: 

 historical_recharge_time_series_SEW_RCH_009: 

 a folder containing time series plots of recharge for 5 km radius around signature groundwater sites. 

 groundwater_level_calibration_results_SEW_GWL_048: 

 a folder containing time series plots of calibrated groundwater levels at signature groundwater sites. 

 digitised_source_yield_curves_SEW_CSM_016: 

 a folder containing digitised average and peak source yield diagrams for all groundwater sources 

modelled. 

 model files: 

 source_summary_SEW_CSM_027.csv 

 aggregation_summary_SEW_CSM_021.csv 

 aggregation_do_SEW_CSM_021.csv 

 design_droughts_SEW_CSM_027.csv. 
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Figure 3.2: Overview of modelling methodology 

Notes: * modelling of signature groundwater sites, ** modelling of groundwater sources  
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3.4.2. Recharge modelling 

Overview of the method 

An overview of the recharge modelling process is provided in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: Recharge modelling methodology 

 

A simple lumped model based on the FAO56 method (Allen et al., 1998) was applied to each signature 

groundwater site. This method is a widely accepted soil moisture balance method used to approximate the 

water requirements of crops when calculating recharge. The lumped recharge models were developed for 

5 km radius around the signature groundwater sites.  

Parameters pertinent to soils and crops at each signature groundwater site were input to the recharge 

models, see Table 3.3. The recharge model assumes that the dominant land use is arable. Parameters 

describing initial soil conditions and bare earth conditions were assumed to be uniform for all signature 

groundwater sites. Though simplified, this approach was deemed justifiable given the wider uncertainties 

associated with the groundwater level modelling and DO assessment. In the subsequent analyses described 
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in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 used to calculate DO, it is the change in groundwater level relative to normal year 

(simulated historic 1 in 50 level) that is relevant, rather than its absolute value; there is greater confidence in 

the recharge model simulating seasonal behaviour than in the absolute value calculated.   

The proportion of quick flow run off applied differed between borehole sites based on the base flow index 

(BFI) of the catchment as listed by the National River Flow Archive (NRFA) for the relevant catchments. BFI 

values range from 0.26 to 0.74, with an average of 0.55. 

The model inputs were monthly time series of total precipitation and PET from January 1910 to December 

2014. Both time series cover the time period from January 1910 to December 2014. 

Table 3.3: Summary of recharge model parameterisation 

Parameter description Value 

Initial soil moisture deficit 0 mm 

Average fraction of total available water for crops 0.55 

Average fraction of total available water for soil 0.42 

Soil field capacity 0.27 m
3
 water / m

3
 soil 

Soil wilting point 0.15 m
3
 water / m

3
 soil 

Bare earth soil depth for fine textured soils 0.15 m 

Bare earth depth depletion factor 1 

Source: n/a 

Recharge model results 

The recharge model generates a monthly time series of soil moisture deficit (SMD), run off and recharge 

based on the inputs and parameterisation provided. Calibration of the recharge model is not possible, though 

sense checks of relative recharge against historical drought sequences show that the recharge model results 

are sensible. Recharge statistics for each model are presented in Table 3.4. It is worth noting that the 

subsequent MLR approach is based on the relationship between groundwater annual minima and relative 

recharge totals for dry and normal years rather than the absolute values.   

The significant historical drought events of 1943 and 1976 correspond to the hydrological years with the 

lowest simulated recharge rates. Similarly, the Autumn of 2000, which was the wettest on record in the 

region (Met Office, 2016), is simulated at all boreholes as the hydrological year with the greatest recharge. 

Table 3.4: Summary of recharge model results 

WRZ 
Signature 

groundwater site 

Mean 

recharge 

(mm/HY) 

Minimum recharge Maximum recharge 

HY 

(Oct-Sep) 

Recharge 

(mm/HY) 
HY 

Recharge 

(mm/HY) 

2* Houndean Bottom 255 1943-44 83 2000-01 706 

2* Whitelot Bottom 259 1943-44 76 2000-01 712 

3 Cross in Knaves 98 1943-44 31 2000-01 273 

3 West Dean No3 88 1943-44 19 2000-01 224 

4 Folly Cottage 146 1975-76 0 2000-01 321 
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WRZ Signature 

  

Mean 

 

 

Minimum recharge Maximum recharge 

4 Lower Wield Farm 277 1975-76 72 2000-01 602 

4* Stonor Park 198 1975-76 25 2000-01 435 

5* Hambledon Old 

School 

101 1975-76 24 2000-01 247 

6 Ryarsh No2 153 1991-92 36 2000-01 425 

6 Stansted 198 1991-92 54 2000-01 539 

7 Elphicks Farm 151 1943-44 43 2000-01 419 

8 Charing No7 207 1943-44 67 2000-01 540 

8 Dane Court Farm 129 1943-44 31 2000-01 346 

8 Duckpit Farm 231 1943-44 64 2000-01 582 

Source: SEW_RCH_009. 

Notes: *Signature groundwater site is not located within a WRZ, nearest WRZ is listed instead.   

3.4.3. Multiple linear regression groundwater modelling  

Overview of the method 

An overview of the groundwater modelling process is provided in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4: Groundwater modelling methodology 

 

Similar to the approach adopted for the WRMP 2014 climate change impact assessment 

(HR Wallingford, 2012), statistical groundwater models based on the relationship between recharge and 

observed groundwater levels at signature groundwater sites were developed using MLR analysis. The MLR 

analysis was applied to the annual minimum groundwater level and lags of seasonal or monthly recharge. 

Up to 4 complete seasons or 12 months before the month containing the minimum groundwater level were 
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used in the MLR analysis. In order to address the issue of autocorrelation, the previous year’s annual 

groundwater minimum is included as a lagged regression variable and reflects the influence of the previous 

year’s climatology.  

To find the most representative MLR at a given site, different components (i.e. seasonal and/or monthly 

recharge and the previous year’s groundwater level) of the MLR are systematically removed to find the 

optimal combination of lagged seasonal or monthly recharge and the previous annual minimum groundwater 

levels which best describe the annual groundwater minimum. The process is repeated, starting at different 

months from which the lags are calculated. The goodness of fit of the MLR models is assessed using an 

adjusted R
2
 coefficient which also takes into account the length of record used in the MLR. Therefore, an 

MLR with the same R
2
 but a shorter record length will have a lower adjusted R

2
.  

Once the statistical groundwater model has been created for a signature groundwater site, it can then be 

used in conjunction with any recharge time series to estimate the minimum groundwater level at that site. 

Where the model uses the previous year’s groundwater minimum, the mean of the observed minimum 

groundwater levels is used as a substitute for the first year of analysis. 

The aim of these groundwater models is not to predict the exact levels of groundwater each year; 

groundwater processes are too complex and data records too short to achieve this using a statistical 

method. MLR modelling allows for a distinction to be drawn between dry or wet years compared with 

average years.  

Groundwater model results 

The groundwater model generates a time series of minimum groundwater levels per hydrological year. The 

groundwater models were calibrated to a time series of observed minimum groundwater levels per 

hydrological year.  The results presented in Table 3.5 highlight that the groundwater modelling method is 

able to capture the relative magnitudes and cycles within the driving climatology.  Refer to Appendix B for full 

details on the statistical relationship developed for each signature groundwater site. 

The performance of the groundwater models in recreating the temporal sequence of the observed record, 

and providing a clear distinction between periods of higher and lower groundwater levels, will vary on a site 

by site basis. This performance is dependent upon the quality of the data, and the strength of the resulting 

statistical relationships.  A small number of SEW’s groundwater sources are hydrogeologically constrained, 

with their yield particularly sensitive to droughts, and will therefore require greater scrutiny. For these 

sensitive sources, uncertainty in the modelling of groundwater levels will potentially result in similarly 

uncertainty in estimated DO, and further analysis may be required to reduce uncertainty in the groundwater 

level estimation. This aspect is discussed further in Section 3.5. 

Table 3.5: Summary of groundwater model results (refer to commentary in Section 3.5 

WRZ 

Signature groundwater 

site 

Observed record 

used 

(HYs Oct – Sep) HYs excluded Adjusted R
2
 

2* Houndean Bottom 1976 – 2008 None 0.53 

2* Whitelot Bottom 1973 - 2013 None 0.65 

3 Cross in Knaves 1978 - 2013 None 0.44 

3 West Dean No3 1976 – 2012 None 0.60 

4 Folly Cottage 1950 - 2013 1953,1981-1984, 1998, 0.55 
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WRZ 

Signature groundwater 

site 

Observed record 

used 

(HYs Oct – Sep) HYs excluded Adjusted R
2
 

1999, 2004, 2006, 2007 

4 Lower Wield Farm 1961 – 2013 None 0.74 

4* Stonor Park 1961 - 2013 None 0.82 

5* Hambledon Old School 1976-2013 None 0.62 

6 Ryarsh No2 1990 – 2013 None 0.75 

6 Stansted 1975 - 2011 None 0.86 

7 Elphicks Farm 1992 – 2012 None 0.63 

8 Charing No7 1994 – 2013 1994, 2013 0.67 

8 Dane Court Farm 1975 - 2013 None 0.77 

8 Duckpit Farm 1995 - 2012 None 0.85 

Source: *Signature groundwater site is not located within a WRZ, nearest WRZ is listed instead Source: 
SEW_GWL_048 

3.4.4. Source DO assessment 

Overview of the method 

An overview of the DO assessment process is provided in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5: DO assessment methodology 
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Average and peak source yield curves, average and peak source constraints, associated signature 

groundwater sites and scaling factors for 157 groundwater sources were provided by SEW. Due to the 

number of sources being assessed, source yield curves were digitised using freely available software 

(Rohatgi, 2016). This allowed the curve shifting process to be automated, without which the assessment of 

synthetic (240 runs per curve) and stochastic (200 runs per curve) droughts would be impractical. 

SEW use a 1 in 50 year drought resting water level as the reference point in their source yield curves. 

Therefore, we chose to use the same reference point to estimate DO changes. The 1 in 50 year groundwater 

level was calculated for signature groundwater sites from the simulated historical time series output by the 

groundwater modelling. Groundwater levels in the synthetic and stochastic time series were then compared 

to the simulated 1 in 50 year groundwater level for all signature groundwater sites. For years where the 

simulated groundwater level was higher than the 1 in 50 year groundwater level, it is assumed that there 

would be no reduction in DO. 

For years where the synthetic or stochastic groundwater level was lower than the simulated 1 in 50 year 

groundwater level, the following steps were taken to assess DO: 

 The difference between the synthetic or stochastic groundwater level and the simulated 1 in 50 year 

groundwater level was calculated. 

 This difference was multiplied by the groundwater source scaling factor. 

 The source yield curve was shifted by the scaled difference. This is similar to the approach adopted for 

the WRMP 2014 climate change assessment. 

 The reduced DO was calculated, taking into account the source constraints. 

The method to assess average and peak DO rates is identical.  

It should be noted that the curve-shifting approach, whilst commonly adopted in the UK water industry, is 

associated with significant uncertainty and is based on the fundamental assumption that all the aquifer 

properties at depths beyond the observed record are similar to those in the ranges above – and that all 

potential constraints are known and can be adequately reflected in the source-yield diagrams. As a result, 

the results produced should only be considered to provide a broad, high-level estimate of drought 

vulnerability along with an understanding of the relative drought sensitivity of different sources. Where the 

sensitivity of specific hydrogeologically constrained sources to drought, in terms of the resulting impacts on 

DO, are evident then further investigations and more detailed modelling are recommended in the future to 

reduce uncertainty. 

The benefits from demand restrictions for groundwater sources have not been quantified due the lack of 

available evidence and the limitations of the relatively simple modelling approach applied. 

Source DO assessment 

The source DO assessment generates a time series of average and peak DO (ADO and PDO respectively) 

per hydrological year for each groundwater source which are then aggregated to the WRZ scale according to 

rules supplied to HR Wallingford by SEW.  In aggregating to the WRZ scale, it was ensured that source and 

group licences were not exceeded. The simulated baseline 1 in 50 year groundwater level for each signature 

groundwater site is provided in Table 3.6.  A summary of the DO assessment results for the modelled 

groundwater sources in each WRZ are provided in Table 3.7. 
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Table 3.6: Simulated historical 1 in 50 year groundwater levels 

WRZ Signature groundwater site 1 in 50 year modelled groundwater level (mAOD) 

2* Houndean Bottom 0.83 

2* Whitelot Bottom 26.33 

3 Cross in Knaves 72.31 

3 West Dean No3 1.19 

4 Folly Cottage 29.17 

4 Lower Wield Farm 93.11 

4* Stonor Park 64.03 

5* Hambledon Old School 95.06 

6 Ryarsh No2 9.84 

6 Stansted 37.24 

7 Elphicks Farm 16.02 

8 Charing No7 71.09 

8 Dane Court Farm 28.69 

8 Duckpit Farm 36.51 

Source: SEW_CSM_027 

Notes:  *Signature groundwater site is not located within a WRZ, nearest WRZ is listed instead 

Table 3.7: Summary of ADO assessment results for the modelled groundwater sources only during the WHD  

WRZ 

WRMP19 modelled groundwater ADO 

for the WHD (Ml/d) 

WRMP19 modelled groundwater PDO 

for the WHD (Ml/d) 

1 36.78 41.78 

2 29.86 37.35 

3 46.38 56.61 

4 137.09 155.10 

5 53.97 62.00 

6* 50.87 60.42 

7 7.45 9.95 

8 111.37 127.22 

Source: SEW_CSM_027 drought results 

Notes: * A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. Please note that there will be 
a slight discrepancy between these values and those reported in the planning tables.   

3.5. Understanding sensitive WRZs 

By its design, the statistical approach implicit in MLR, and its use of selected seasons and/or months as 

input variables (and the previous year’s minima), along with the use of curve shifting to translate level to DO 
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(along with scaling between signature sites and sources) means that careful interpretation of DO values is 

required. Where the modelled groundwater component of WRZ DO and drought resilience is particularly 

sensitive to such uncertainties, the results should be accompanied by a commentary identifying the key 

sources of uncertainty and recommendations for future work.  

Based on the limited sensitivity evident for groundwater sources at WRZs 2, 3 and 6, further detailed 

analysis and commentary is not considered necessary. However, for the other WRZs (particularly WRZs 4 

and 7) further commentary is provided below.  

Hurley within WRZ4 was seen to have a low resilience to drought with a scaling factor of 1 used to define the 

relationship between Hurley production boreholes and the Stonor Park signature site.  Other sources linked 

to Stonor Park had scaling factors less than 1.  For Stonor Park, the MLR calibration was based on the  

1961-2013 period, with an adjusted R
2
 score of 0.82, indicating a relatively well-calibrated model for the 

purposes of water resource management. The scaling factors were provided by SEW.  These were either 

consistent with those used for the groundwater DO assessment for WRMP14 or they were derived from 

expert judgement to infill gaps.  Sensitivity analysis was undertaken to better understand the sensitivity of 

DO to the scaling factors used within the assessment using Stonor Park scaling factors as an example.  The 

results of this are presented in the box below.   
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Sensitivity testing of Stonor Park scaling factors 

The Bray Gravels, College Avenue, Cookham and Hurley boreholes are all scaled from observation 

borehole at Stonor Park.  Sensitivity testing was undertaken to understand how sensitive the DO results 

might be to changes in the scaling factor between the abstraction boreholes and signature site at Stonor 

Park. 

The following scaling factors were tested: 1.25, 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25.  The ADO and PDO results for the 

modelled groundwater sources in WRZ4 are presented below, for each scaling factor. 

Factor 
Worst Historical Drought 
ADO (Ml/d)  

Design drought 
(Ml/d) 

Severe drought 
(Ml/d) 

Extreme drought 
(Ml/d) 

1.25 102.94 103.01 96.31 88.13 
1.00 108.08 107.81 100.96 95.36 
0.75 118.07 116.31 106.91 101.26 
0.50 128.81 128.01 119.66 110.76 
0.25 136.36 136.76 134.96 132.41 

 

Factor 
Worst Historical Drought 
PDO (Ml/d)  

Design drought 
(Ml/d) 

Severe drought 
(Ml/d) 

Extreme drought 
(Ml/d) 

1.25 124.45 122.25 104.59 93.59 
1.00 130.77 129.60 113.70 104.79 
0.75 136.29 135.45 128.85 121.10 
0.50 145.94 142.50 136.95 133.05 
0.25 154.27 154.15 152.80 146.74 

Both the zonal ADO and PDO are very sensitive to the scaling factor used.   

Following this analysis SEW decided to amend the Hurley scaling factor in light of the sensitivity analysis and 

the findings that a scaling factor of 1 is not appropriate due to the smaller historic range in groundwater 

levels seen at the production boreholes versus Stonor Park observation borehole and a scaling factor of 0.2 

was instead taken forward; it was concluded that the original scaling factors of less than 1 are suitable, in the 

absence of better information, for the other production boreholes linked to Stonor Park. 

For WRZ7 and the Elphicks Farm signature site, the MLR was calibrated over a relatively short 1995 to 2012 

period. The resulting adjusted R
2
 of 0.63 and the relatively short calibration period means that this regression 

model may be considered to be particularly uncertain.  As a result, the selection of design droughts has 

required a degree of expert judgement. 

The estimates of DO in both WRZ4 and WRZ7, due to their sensitivity and the constraints regarding data, as 

discussed above, should be accompanied by significant allowances for uncertainty in the planning process 

e.g. Target Headroom. To increase confidence in the estimated DOs for these more sensitive WRZs, and 

consequently reduce the uncertainty, a different modelling approach would be necessary such as a lumped 

aquifer model, noting that a regional groundwater model is not likely to be available for SEW in the near 

term. However, the limited availability of data at each source on their yield under drought conditions remains 

a significant source of uncertainty that is not easily addressed by any change in modelling approach.  
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4. Surface water assessment 

4.1. Summary 

The aim of this part of the assessment is to develop a framework to test drought sensitivity and climate 

change for vulnerable surface water sources in SEW’s WRZ. 

The results of this analysis are multiple time series of flows for the Ouse at Barcombe Mills, Cuckmere at 

Sherman’s Bridge and Wallers Haven at Wallers. 

The results from this analysis are used to understand the drought and climate vulnerability of critical surface 

water sites and to provide inputs into the Water Resources models used to the estimate the DO of SEW’s 

WRZs 2 and 3.  It should be noted however that the Waller’s Haven model results were not used in the 

surface water DO assessment; a fixed value was used instead.  This is because the hydrological model had 

not been updated since the last plan and there were some concerns regarding the confidence that may be 

had in the model. 

4.2. Objectives 

The main objectives of this work are: 

 To set-up HYSIM precipitation-runoff models for the rivers:  

 Ouse at Barcombe Mill; 

 Cuckmere; and, 

 Wallers Haven. 

 To develop an inventory of synthetic drought events for HYSIM sub-catchments. 

 To generate river flows, using HYSIM models, for the following climate sequences: 

 The hindcast historical period (1920-1997); 

 an ensemble of synthetic drought events; 

 15,600 years of stochastically generated weather sequences; and, 

 an ensemble of UKCP09 climate change scenarios. 

 To generate drought response surfaces for critical surface water sites. 

As part of this work, three ensembles of SEW’s HYSIM precipitation-runoff models were used to translate the 

drought and climate change sequences into river flow series for SEW’s key surface water sources.  The 

outputs of these models and the outputs described in this section are subsequently input into water resource 

system models (see Section 5) to understand the impacts on system performance and DO. 

4.3. Summary of input data 

The following input data and models were required for this analysis: 

 HYSIM hydrological models (HYSIM version 5.00), including input data:  Provided by SEW, the Ouse 

and Cuckmere were extended by Water Resources Associates (2016). 
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 The UK Climate Projections (UKCP09)
5
, probabilistic projections of temperature and rainfall, for the 

2080s, under a Medium Emission scenario. 

 Stochastically generated drought sequences (sourced from WRSE project). 

4.3.1. Hindcast historical climate 

Historical climate data was provided as part of the input data for the three hydrological models used in the 

surface water analysis. 

4.3.2. Other climate data 

Other climatological data is used in the analysis to test response to droughts of different severities and 

durations and the impacts of climate change.  The development of these datasets is described in more detail 

in Section 2.1 but is summarised below: 

 Stochastic data: are used to help estimate the impact of droughts with specific return periods.  

Stochastic time series are generated by the work done under the WRSE project, led by Atkins.  Area 

averaged daily precipitation data from the HYSIM baseline models, covering the period 1918 – 2000, 

were provided for all HYSIM sub-catchment areas, along with historical PET (period 1918 – 1998) used 

in the HYSIM models.   

 Third Dry Winter: A “what if?” scenario of three consecutive dry winters; developed to assess system 

performance during a prolonged drought event not present in the hindcast historical record. 

 Synthetic droughts: are used to systematically evaluate how SEW’s surface water sources would 

respond to a range of droughts including when pushed beyond the conditions to which it has previously 

experienced. The drought events are used as input to SEW’s existing HYSIM hydrological models, the 

outputs of which are then applied to SEW’s water supply system models (for WRZs 2 and 3) to 

understand the impacts on system performance.  

 Climate change time series: are used to enable SEW to determine the potential impacts of climate 

change on surface water flows.   

4.3.3. Hydrological models  

This section describes the HYSIM precipitation-runoff models that were made available by SEW, including 

climate data sets, river flows and abstractions: 

 Ouse at Barcombe Mill 

 Cuckmere  

 Wallers Haven. 

The historical, synthetic and stochastic climate sequences were input to the HYSIM models as time series of 

precipitation and PET. Apart from precipitation and PET, HYSIM may use information on snow melt, 

abstractions and effluent returns to both groundwater and surface water. Its outputs include overland flow, 

impermeable area runoff, snow storage, soil moisture storage, interflow, groundwater recharge, groundwater 

storage, total surface runoff, routed flow and actual evapotranspiration. Further details of the HYSIM models 

can be found in WRA (2016). 

                                                      

5 http://ukclimateprojections-ui.metoffice.gov.uk/ui/admin/login.php © Crown Copyright 2009 

http://ukclimateprojections-ui.metoffice.gov.uk/ui/admin/login.php
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Model schematics for each of the three HYSIM models and their sub-models are described in Figure 3.2 to 

Figure 3.4. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Ouse at Barcombe Mills 

Source: WRA (2016) 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Cuckmere 

Source: WRA (2016) 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Wallers Haven 

Source: WRA (2016) 

4.4. Results 

The results of this analysis are multiple flow series generated using: 

 historical rainfall and PET; 
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 synthetic drought sequences; 

 climate change time series; 

 stochastic time series. 

This report is accompanied by a number of files that present these flows for each sub-model described in 

Section 4.3.3.  These files are as follows: 

 Flows derived using synthetic drought sequences: 

 Ouse_synth_droughts_FDCs_all.pdf 

 Cuckmere_synth_droughts_FDCs_all.pdf 

 Wallers_synth_droughts_FDCs_all.pdf. 

 Flows derived using stochastic drought sequences: 

 Ouse_UKCP09_FDCs.pdf 

 Cuckmere_UKCP09_FDCs.pdf 

 Wallers_UKCP09_FDCs.pdf. 

 Flows derived using climate change time series for the 2080s: 

 Ouse_stochastics_FDCs.pdf 

 Cuckmere_stochastics_FDCs.pdf 

 Wallers_stochastics_FDCs.pdf. 

The results of the final sub-models that inform the water resource assessment are presented in 

Sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.3. 

The results from this analysis are used to understand the drought and climate vulnerability of critical surface 

water sites and to provide inputs into the water resources models used to the estimate the DO of SEW’s 

WRZs 2 and 3. 

The results can also be used to aid understanding of the hydrological response of different locations to 

different types of drought.   

4.4.1. Flow duration curves generated from synthetic drought sequences 

This section presents the Flow Duration Curves (FDCs) for the results from the final sub-models for the Ouse 

(Figure 4.4), Cuckmere (Figure 4.5) and Waller’s Haven (Figure 4.6) rivers.  The models were run using 

synthetic drought sequences.   

In each figure, the columns represent droughts of different duration; 6, 18, 30 and 48 months.  The rows 

represent drought seasonality; April as the start month along the top and October as the start month along 

the bottom.  The different coloured lines correspond to deficits in long term average precipitation.  The 

synthetic drought sequences are deliberately designed to cover a wide range of drought severities, larger 

than in the historical record and to extend beyond what might be considered plausible under present or 

future climate climates.  Therefore, these synthetic droughts, in terms of both their durations and intensities, 

go beyond the design events selected for use in the final WRMP.  
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Figure 4.4: FDC generated from use of synthetic drought sequences for the Ouse at Barcombe Mills 

Source: n/a 
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Figure 4.5: FDC generated from use of synthetic drought sequences for the Cuckmere at Sherman Bridge 

Source: n/a 
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Figure 4.6: FDC generated from use of synthetic drought sequences for the Waller’s Haven at Waller 

Source: n/a 

4.4.2. Flow duration curves generated from stochastic precipitation & PET 

This section presents the FDCs for the results from the final sub-models for the Ouse (Figure 4.7), Cuckmere 

(Figure 4.8) and Waller’s Haven (Figure 4.9) rivers.  The models were run using stochastic precipitation and 

PET sequences.   

In each figure, the baseline stochastic flows are shown in grey and the historical baseline flow is shown in 

red.  In general, the stochastic flows appear to be lower than the historical. Whilst it may be expected that 

the historical flows would lie in the centre of the range of stochastic flows it is important to note that whilst the 

stochastic sequences cover a 78-year period (consistent with the 1920 to 1997 period for the historical flows) 

their generation is based on sampling monthly precipitation from the 1920 to 1997 period with daily rainfall 

patterns and potential evapotranspiration from the 1974 to 1997 period. Further details of the generation of 

stochastic sequences is described in the WRSE report (Atkins, October 2016).   
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Figure 4.7: FDC generated from use of stochastic precipitation and PET sequences for the Ouse at 
Barcombe Mills.  

Notes: Historical FDC based on 1920 to 1997 period. Stochastic FDC based on sampling a 78-year sequence (1920-
1997 for monthly precipitation; 1974 to 1997 for PET and daily rainfall profiles) 
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Figure 4.8: FDC generated from use of stochastic precipitation and PET sequences for the Cuckmere at 
Sherman's Bridge.  

Notes: Historical FDC based on 1920 to 1997 period. Stochastic FDC based on sampling a 78-year sequence (1920-
1997 for monthly precipitation; 1974 to 1997 for PET and daily rainfall profiles) 
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Figure 4.9: FDC generated from use of stochastic precipitation and PET sequences for the Waller's Haven at 
Wallers.  

Notes: Historical FDC based on 1920 to 1997 period. Stochastic FDC based on sampling a 78-year sequence (1920-
1997 for monthly precipitation; 1974 to 1997 for PET and daily rainfall profiles) 

4.4.3. Flow duration curves generated from UKCP09-factored precipitation & PET 

This section presents the FDCs for the results from the final sub-models for the Ouse (Figure 4.10), 

Cuckmere (Figure 4.11) and Waller’s Haven (Figure 4.12) rivers.  The models were run using precipitation 

and PET sequences for the 2080s.  These have been calculated by using UKCP09 medium emission 

projections of temperature and precipitation to perturb baseline weather sequences.   

In each figure, the projected flows for the 2080s are shown in grey and the historical baseline flow is shown 

in red.  In general, the projected flows for the 2080s appear to be lower than the historical at the mid and low 

flow ends of the curves and slightly higher at the high flow ends of the curves. 
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Figure 4.10: FDC generated from use of climate change time series of precipitation and PET sequences for 
the Ouse at Barcombe Mills. 

Notes: Historical FDC based on 1920 to 1997 period. Climate change FDCs based on perturbed historical sequences 
over the 1920 to 1997 period. 
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Figure 4.11: FDC generated from use of climate change time series of precipitation and PET sequences for 
the Cuckmere at Sherman's Bridge. 

Notes: Historical FDC based on 1920 to 1997 period. Climate change FDCs based on perturbed historical sequences 
over the 1920 to 1997 period. 
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Figure 4.12: FDC generated from use of climate change time series of precipitation and PET sequences for 
the Waller's Haven at Wallers. 

Notes: Historical FDC based on 1920 to 1997 period. Climate change FDCs based on perturbed historical sequences 
over the 1920 to 1997 period. 
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5. Water resource models 

5.1. Summary 

This section outlines the development of conjunctive use water resources models for WRZ2 and WRZ3.  The 

models have been developed in order to allow conjunctive use DO and drought resilience assessments and 

the quantification of the potential benefit from demand restrictions for differing drought events.  The models 

described in this section are used for the DO assessment in Section 6. 

5.2. Kestrel-WRM overview 

Kestrel-WRM is a water resources model developed by HR Wallingford which allows the simulation of water 

supply systems resolving the overall supply-demand balance. The principles of Kestrel-WRM are similar to 

most water resources model such that it is simply resolving the balance of meeting the system demand using 

the resource available to supply which may be constrained by infrastructure (e.g. pump abstraction limits) 

and control rules (e.g. abstraction licences, operating procedures). 

Kestrel-WRM allows a user to create the water resources supply system by adding nodes for demands and 

supplies and establishing connections between the nodes. Where a system has a more complicated 

operating rule or constraint which cannot be implemented using the rules of the underlying model, bespoke 

code needs to be written to implement these rules/controls. 

5.3. WRZ2  

5.3.1. Conjunctive use model 

The conjunctive use water resources model has been developed to better reflect how the water supply 

system is operated in practice. There is a balance between using groundwater and surface water sources 

which may realise additional benefits when considered conjunctively compared with considering them in 

isolation. The advantage of the development of the conjunctive use water resources model is that it 

integrates the outputs from the separate groundwater and surface water assessments presented in Section 3 

and Section 4 respectively. The full schematic of the new conjunctive use model is shown in Figure 5.1. It 

should be noted that the water treatment works (WTW) displayed in this model schematic do not always 

translate to a real work WTW but are included in Kestrel-WRM to more easily model the mass balance of 

supply-demand. 

The WRZ2 conjunctive use model develops from SEW’s previous Excel VBA water resources model of the 

Ardingly-Ouse system
6
. The main resource in the WRZ is Ardingly reservoir which is used to augment the 

river flows downstream in the River Ouse at Barcombe in order to then be abstracted for public water supply. 

Ardingly reservoir is also used for a smaller direct public water supply abstraction. 

                                                      

6
 SEW’s Excel VBA models were developed originally for WRMP04.  Aquator models were also developed alongside the 

Excel VBA models for WRMP09, resulting in similar DOs.  For WRMP14, it was concluded by SEW that the previous 

DO assessment remained relevant and robust.  Hence, for this analysis, it was the Excel VBA models that were 

translated into Kestrel-WRM. 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of WRZ2. 

5.3.2. Data requirements 

Surface Water 

The water resources model uses HYSIM river flow inputs for the Shell Brook and for the River Ouse at the 

Ardingly intake and at Barcombe. These have been simulated as part of the surface water assessment as 

described in Section 4. The river flow at the Ardingly intake and Shell Brook are subtracted from the river 

flow at Barcombe, assuming a one day travel time, in order to derive an incremental river flow between the 

upstream flow locations and the River Ouse at Barcombe. The water resources model then routes the Ouse 

flow at Ardingly intake and the spill or release from Ardingly reservoir to the River Ouse at Barcombe with a 

one day travel time. 

Groundwater 

The water resources model requires groundwater source DO for each groundwater source in the WRZ. 

These have been derived from the groundwater task described in Section 3. The groundwater nodes 

represented in the conjunctive use model are sometimes underpinned by groups of sources and the 

aggregation rules and process described in Section 3 have been used in order to derive the available DO. 
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The water resources model also includes time series for the signature borehole groundwater levels which 

are used to monitor groundwater drought triggers. In WRZ2 this uses the MLR outputs from Section 3.4.3 for 

Cross in Knaves, Houndean Bottom and Whitelot Bottom. 

Reservoir Operations 

Ardingly Reservoir has a capacity of 5,206 Ml and an emergency storage set as 1,619 Ml which have been 

taken from the water resources models used in the WRMP14 assessment
7
. The reservoir has a 

compensation release requirement of 4 Ml/d. The maximum direct abstraction to satisfy the Haywards Heath 

demand is 4.5 Ml/d. The intake from the River Ouse at Ardingly to refill the reservoir operates between 

November and April subject to the rules outlines in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Summary of River Ouse at Ardingly abstraction licence 

Ouse at Ardingly Flow Maximum Abstraction Rule 

< 12.7 Ml/d No Abstraction 

> 12.7 Ml/d but < 102.7 Ml/d 50% of the amount by which flows exceeds 12.7 Ml/d. 

> 102.7 Ml/d 45 Ml/d 

Source:  Ouse abstraction licence 

Ardingly Reservoir is primarily used to augment the abstraction for public water supply at the River Ouse at 

Barcombe. The water resources model includes a forecasting component to forecast what the demand for 

abstraction tomorrow will be and therefore what release needs to be made today in order to satisfy the 

demand (assuming a 1 day travel time). This forecasting takes into account the hydrological conditions and 

the abstraction licence for the River Ouse at Barcombe, as outlined in Table 5.2, and is also subject to an 

annual limit of 19,580 Ml. 

Table 5.2: Summary of River Ouse at Barcombe abstraction licence. 

Ouse at Barcombe Flow Maximum Abstraction Rule 

< 20 Ml/d No Abstraction 

> 20 Ml/d but < 40 Ml/d Flow – 20Ml/d 

> 40 Ml/d but < 196 Ml/d 20 Ml/d + 0.45 * (90.2 Ml/d – 40Ml/d) 

> 196 Ml/d 90.2 Ml/d 

Source:  Ouse abstraction licence 

Demand and demand profile 

The demand centres which call upon groundwater sources have their demands set equivalent to the 

groundwater ADO of the sources it is calling upon. The groundwater analysis provides an annualised ADO 

figure and therefore no seasonally varying demand profile is considered for these demands. 

The component of the East Grinstead demand centre which calls upon the River Ouse at Barcombe 

abstraction does have a seasonally varying demand profile as outlined in Table 5.3. The demand that is 

placed upon the system is calculated as part of the DO assessment described later in Section 6. 

                                                      

7
 The emergency storage level assumptions applied for WRMP14 were: 1) 10% dead (unusable) storage allowance; 2) 

freshet requirements, and, 3) an allowance for emergency storage of 30 days average demand to be reserved in the 

reservoir above all other requirements at all times. (Jacobs, 2008) 
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Table 5.3: Barcombe abstraction demand profile. 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

0.97 0.97 0397 1.04 1.01 1.07 1.07 1.02 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.98 

Source:  WRMP14 DO Assessment.  This is consistent with the demand profile for WRMP19. 

Effluent returns 

An effluent return is added to the River Ouse at Barcome of 15.1 Ml/d assuming a constant profile 

throughout the year. This value has been taken from SEW’s WRMP14 DO assessment. 

Imports 

There are two imports to WRZ2 from neighbouring water companies; Weirwood Reservoir from Southern 

Water and Whitely Hill from SES Water. The DO resources which these sources provide are summarised in 

Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4: Summary of import DOs 

Import Historic Drought DO Severe Drought DO Extreme Drought DO 

Weirwood 5.40 Ml/d 5.40 Ml/d 4.27 Ml/d 

Whitely Hill 4.75 Ml/d 4.50 Ml/d 4.10 Ml/d 

Source:  SEW personal communications 

5.4. WRZ3 

5.4.1. Conjunctive use model 

The WRZ3 conjunctive use model has been developed similarly to the WRZ2 model in order to better reflect 

the operational practice of balancing surface water and groundwater resources. Previously SEW’s water 

resources models only included the Arlington Reservoir system which abstracts from the River Cuckmere 

and provided a direct reservoir abstraction to public water supply, at a WRZ level this is only around 25% of 

the total WRZ DO. 

The conjunctive use model developed in Kestrel-WRM is shown in Figure 5.2 and includes the surface 

water, groundwater and import resources which were previously not included in SEW’s water resource 

model. Similarly to WRZ2 the water treatment works (WTW) displayed in this model schematic do not always 

translate to a real work WTW but are included in Kestrel-WRM to more easily model the mass balance of 

supply-demand. 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of WRZ3. 

5.4.2. Data requirements 

Surface Water 

The water resources model uses HYSIM river flow inputs for the River Cuckmere at the Arlington intake. 

These have been simulated as part of the surface water assessment as described in Section 4. It should be 

noted that the HYSIM model developed by WRA (2008) produces flows slightly downstream of the intake 

and therefore the HYSIM outputs are scaled by 90% to reflect the flow volume at the correct abstraction 

location (WRA, 2008). 

Due to the data available, the Crowhurst Bridge and Wallers Haven surface water resources are not 

dynamically simulated using a hydrological model and are instead assumed to provide a fixed DO of 2 Ml/d 

and 6.4 Ml/d respectively.  It has to be assumed that these sources are resilient to droughts and climate 

change however, this is uncertain, given the available hydrological information.  These values are 

unchanged from those used in WRMP14.   
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Groundwater 

The water resources model requires groundwater source DO for each groundwater source in the WRZ. 

These have been derived from the groundwater task described in Section 3. The groundwater nodes 

represented in the conjunctive use model are sometimes underpinned by groups of sources and the 

aggregation rules and process described in Section 3 have been used in order to derive the available DO. 

The water resources model also includes time series for the signature borehole groundwater levels which 

are used to monitor groundwater drought triggers. In WRZ3 this uses the MLR outputs from Section 3.4.3 for 

Cross in Knaves and West Dean No. 3. 

Reservoir Operations 

Ardingly Reservoir has a capacity of 3,546 Ml and an emergency storage set at 838 Ml which have been 

taken from the spreadsheet-based water resources models used in the WRMP14 assessment
8
. The 

maximum direct abstraction to satisfy the Hailsham demand is 39.25 Ml/d. The intake from the River 

Cuckmere to refill the reservoir has an annual licence of 7,464 Ml and there is a seasonally varying minimum 

residual flow requirement to maintain a higher residual flow in winter compared with summer. 

Demand and Demand Profile 

The demand centres which call upon groundwater sources have their demands set equivalent to the 

groundwater ADO of the sources it is calling upon. The groundwater analysis provides an annualised ADO 

figure and therefore no seasonally varying demand profile is considered for these demands. 

The component of the Hailsham demand centre which calls upon the Arlington reservoir does have a 

seasonally varying demand profile as outlined in Table 5.5. The demand that is placed upon the system is 

calculated as part of the DO assessment described later in Section 6. 

Table 5.5: Arlington abstraction demand profile. 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.99 1.04 1.03 1.03 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.98 

Source:  WRMP14 DO Assessment.  This is consistent with the demand profile for WRMP19. 

Effluent Returns 

An effluent return is added to the River Cuckmere of 1.9 Ml/d assuming a constant profile throughout the 

year. This value has been taken from the WRMP14 DO assessment. 

Imports 

There is one import to WRZ3 from neighbouring water companies; Darwell Reservoir from Southern Water. 

The DO resource which this provides is summarised in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.6: Summary of import DOs 

Import Historic Drought DO Severe Drought DO Extreme Drought DO 

Darwell 8 Ml/d 8 Ml/d 4 Ml/d 

Source:  SEW pers. comms. 

                                                      

8
 The emergency storage level assumptions applied for WRMP14 were: 1) 10% dead (unusable) storage allowance; 2) 

freshet requirements, and, 3) an allowance for emergency storage of 30 days average demand to be reserved in the 

reservoir above all other requirements at all times. (Jacobs, 2008) 
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5.5. Conjunctive use rules and operation 

5.5.1. Overview 

The conjunctive use rules that have been developed for use in the WRZ2 and WRZ3 are aimed at 

maximising the available resources throughout the course of the year in order to achieve the largest DO at 

the WRZ level. In simple terms, this is achieved by making greater use of surface water sources during the 

winter period when it is naturally more plentiful and in turn utilising groundwater sources less. During the 

summer period the opposite is true and when reservoir storage is low groundwater is called upon as the 

primary resource and the surface water storage is preserved as much as is possible. 

5.5.2. Reservoir rules 

Between November and March if Arlington reservoir storage is greater than 99% of its capacity it is used as 

the primary resource to satisfy demand for 30 days. The consequence of this rule is that it provides its 

maximum resource possible, limited by a maximum abstraction limit of 39.25 Ml/d, during this period. It only 

undertakes this operation once during each winter because otherwise the annual abstraction limit of 7,464 Ml 

would be reached. 

In WRZ2 this rule is not implemented at Ardingly Reservoir because the reservoir is primarily used to 

augment flows downstream. This augmentation typically happens during the summer when flows are lower 

and therefore the reservoir has already entered its drawdown phase when it is making augmentation 

releases. The nature of WRZ2 means that the conjunctive use benefits are not as large as in WRZ3. 

5.5.3. Groundwater rules 

The groundwater sources can operate at either their ADO or PDO rate, which is determined by the drought 

triggers as outlined in the next section, however the overall annual balance of the source must remain within 

the source ADO rate. 

As an example, a source has an ADO rate of 10 Ml/d, which therefore provides an annual total resource of 

3,650 Ml, and has a PDO rate of 12 Ml/d. For the first 30 days of the year it provides its ADO rate (total of 

300 Ml), the next 30 days it provides PDO (total of 360 Ml) and for the remainder of the year it provides 

9.8 Ml/d which is below its original ADO figure in order to mitigate the 30 days of PDO (3650 Ml – (300Ml + 

360Ml) / 305 days). The demand that must be satisfied is the groundwater ADO (as outlined in Section 5.4.2 

and in this case 10Ml/d) and therefore for the remained of the year 0.2 Ml/d needs to be satisfied from other 

sources (i.e. the surface water reservoir). 

As a second example, consider the position in WRZ3 where Arlington Reservoir has been acting as the 

primary resource for the first 30 days of the year. This means that the volume used from the 10 Ml/d 

groundwater source could be zero. Therefore for the remained of the year the ADO rate is higher than the 

sources original ADO rate and is 10.9 Ml/d (3,650 Ml / 335 days). If at any time the revised ADO figure is 

higher than the PDO rate – the source DO is limited to the PDO rate. 
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5.5.4. Conjunctive use triggers, drought triggers and drought restrictions 

The conjunctive use rules which control the priority of groundwater and surface water sources in WRZ3 are 

in operation every year. However the rules which control whether the groundwater sources provide their 

ADO or PDO rate are only implemented with respect to a combination of SEWs drought triggers. 

In practice, SEW have four separate drought triggers which are monitored with the drought state set as 

normal, developing, moderate and severe with respect to; reservoir storage, signature site groundwater 

levels, cumulative recharge and demand. In the water resources model only the first two triggers, reservoir 

storage and groundwater level, are considered. When surface water enters into a moderate drought state the 

groundwater sources provide their PDO rate for 30 days as long as the groundwater drought trigger is not in 

a severe state (i.e. worse than the surface water position). Once the sources have operated at PDO for 

30 days they must return to an ADO rate for 30 days before being used at the PDO rate again. 

In addition to the conjunctive use rules, the drought triggers are also used to control the implementation of 

drought restrictions at the demand centres. The demand restrictions are implemented assuming the rules 

and reductions as outlined in Figure 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Demand saving realised in relation to drought triggers status. 

 

One of the requirements for completion of Table 10 of the water resource planning tables for WRMP19 is for 

the benefits of demand restrictions to be quantified.  For generating these outputs for surface water sources 

in WRZs 2 and 3, the water resource models were drawn down to emergency storage  for both restricted and 

unrestricted demand.  The difference between the resulting maximum DO values that can be supplied, 

without entering emergency storage, is therefore the benefit of the demand restrictions imposed. 

For the DO values reported for the Worst Historical Drought (i.e. that considers the number of curve 

transgressions) the same principle applies to the analysis, but the water resource models are drawn down to 

the severe reservoir curves, rather than the emergency storage in order to calculate the potential benefits of 

demand restrictions. 

5.6. Reservoir curve optimisation 

Both Ardingly and Arlington have reservoir control curves which are used to assess the state of the reservoir 

storage and then take operational actions in response to the storage state (i.e. implement customer 

temporary use bans). The reservoir control curves are therefore intrinsically linked to the WRZ Levels of 

Service (LoS), meaning they should only be crossed with a certain frequency in order to help ensure that 

SEW’s stated LoS are met. 
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SEW identified concerns that their existing control curves may not now best reflect their operational 

procedures and existing LoS. There are three approaches to managing this; firstly the DO of the system 

could be reduced in order that the reservoir storage only transgresses the existing drought control curves at 

the right frequency; secondly the reservoir control curves could be changed to meet the desired DO with the 

required frequency of transgression; and thirdly, a combination of varying DO and the curves to best meet 

LoS and operational best practice. This project has investigated the latter of the three approaches whereby 

the conjunctive use water resources models are used to develop new reservoir control triggers for the 

moderate and severe drought triggers. 

The following sections outline the overall methodology that has been used for generating the new reservoir 

control curves. The reservoir control curves present a situation where the benefit that they can realise is 

measured by more than one single parameter. In this example the reservoir curves are linked to both 

moderate and severe drought state and their associated LoS, as well as being able to provide different 

magnitudes of DO. Curves could be designed to maximise one of these metrics but there would naturally be 

a trade-off in the performance of another metric (e.g. a greater DO may mean more moderate 

transgressions). In order to understand what these trade-offs are, a multi-objective optimisation process was 

undertaken using a genetic algorithm in order to identify a range of reservoir curve sets with each providing 

an optimal but different solution. 

5.6.1. Multi-objective optimisation parameters and rules 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Schematic of reservoir curve optimisation process. 
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An overview of the reservoir curve optimisation process is shown in Figure 5.4. The first stage it to generate 

an initial population of 500 reservoir curves sets (as described in the next section). In the second stage each 

of the reservoir curves sets are then simulated using the conjunctive use model (and the historical weather 

data) assuming a fixed level of demand is being taken from the reservoir so that all of the reservoir curves 

are tested at the same level of demand. Each simulation is then evaluated to assess the performance of the 

reservoir curves. The optimisation process has three primary objectives that are used to evaluate the 

performance of a given set of reservoir curves; 

1. Minimise the number of years where a moderate curve transgression occurs. 

2. Minimise the number of days where a severe curve transgression occurs. 

3. Maximise the lowest historical reservoir storage (this is a proxy for potentially increasing DO). 

The metrics outlined are calculated for each of the simulations and passed to the genetic algorithm. The 

exception to this is if the simulation breaches either of the following constraints: 

 Reservoir reaches emergency storage. 

 An unfulfilled demand is realised at a demand centre. 

In either case these simulations are discarded because they are not valid solutions. The genetic algorithm 

takes the valid solutions and identifies which reservoir curves sets provide the optimal solutions across the 

three objectives. The solutions are called “Pareto Optimal” solutions because they outperform all other 

solutions on at least one of the three metrics of interest. 

The reservoir curves that form the Pareto Optimal solutions are then taken forward and used as the basis for 

forming the next population of reservoir curves for testing in the water resources model. The genetic 

algorithm uses the Pareto Optimal solutions to generate a new population; this includes using the solutions 

directly as well as generating new reservoir curve solutions through the process of genetic mutation and 

cross-over. This process is repeated 50 times in order to find the reservoir curves that provide the optimal 

solution. 

In order to identify a smaller subset of the final reservoir curves to compare and choose between, Latin 

Hypercube Sampling (LHS, McKay et al., 1979) was used in order to sub-sample the final Pareto Optimal 

solutions to find 20 final sets of reservoir curves. This approach ensures that the final 20 curves are 

representative of the full range of the three objectives of interest. 

5.6.2. Generating reservoir control curves 

In the process described in the previous section it is necessary to programmatically generate sets of 

reservoir control curves as part of the optimisation process. In order to do this, the daily reservoir control 

curves were derived by breaking a year down to have six “turning points” which are used to then interpolate 

to a daily time series in between these points. For each of the six turning points a range is sampled to obtain 

both a moderate curve and severe curve value. The sampling is undertaken such that the severe curve 

parameter will always be lower than the moderate curve parameter. Examples of the control curve parameter 

ranges are shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 for Ardingly and Arlington respectively. 
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Figure 5.5: Ranges from which Ardingly reservoir curves are generated. 
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Figure 5.6: Ranges from which Arlington reservoir curves are generated. 

 

5.6.3. Results 

Ardingly Reservoir 

The optimisation process identified a number of reservoir curves that generated solutions that provide an 

improvement to the objective functions compared with the existing curves. This is summarised in Figure 5.7 

which shows the final Pareto Optimal solution (bold red) compared with the previous iterations of the 

optimisation process (small orange to red) and the existing control curves (black dot). This demonstrates that 

curves that are transgressed less frequently have been found. The minimum storage objective has not been 

significantly improved. This is a consequence of the system drawdown, and resulting minimum storage, 

being hydrologically driven in the worst historic droughts (i.e. management actions don’t have a large 

influence). In order to find a subset of reservoir curves to visually inspect a LHS approach was used to select 

a sample of 20 curves from the Pareto Optimal solutions (as shown in Figure 5.8). 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of multi-objective objective functions for Ardingly. Pareto Optimal results are bold red 
dots. 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of objective functions for Pareto Optimal solutions (black) and LHS of 20 (red) for 
Ardingly Reservoir. 
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Arlington Reservoir 

The optimisation process identified a number of reservoir curves that generated solutions that provide an 

improvement to the objective functions compared with the existing curves. This is summarised in Figure 5.9 

which shows the final Pareto Optimal solution (bold red) compared with the previous iterations of the 

optimisation process (small orange to red) and the existing control curves (black dot). This demonstrates that 

curves that are transgressed less frequently have been found. At Arlington, the existing curves were set at 

very high levels and therefore often generated a number of false transgressions in the winter period.  This is 

why the moderate years metric has been improved significantly. The minimum storage objective has not 

been improved substantially. This is because Arlington provides a greater direct supply to fulfil demand and 

therefore the management actions can have a greater impact on the resulting storage. In order to find a 

subset of reservoir curves to visually inspect, a LHS approach was used to select a sample of 20 curves from 

the Pareto Optimal solutions (as shown in Figure 5.10). 
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of multi-objective objective functions for Arlington. Pareto optimal results are bold 
red dots. 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of objective functions for Pareto Optimal solutions (black) and Latin Hypercube 
Sample of 20 (red) for Arlington Reservoir. 
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5.6.4. Final curves 

The final selection of reservoir curves requires a somewhat subjective decision on the trade-off between the 

frequency of moderate and severe drought curve transgressions, the DO of the system and weighing up 

operational decision which cannot be captured within a computational model. The results presented in the 

previous section only provide results for a fixed level of demand. In order to facilitate this decision making 

process, a DO assessment was undertaken for each of the 20 identified sets of reservoirs curves. This 

provided a quantitative summary of the trade-off between DO and number of curve transgressions. The 

number of curve transgressions is used as a proxy for LoS, however it should be noted that due to the 

multiple drought triggers used by SEW it is not the full LoS picture. 

Based on this quantitative analysis and a discussion with SEW on the operational practicalities in relation to 

the other drought triggers, a final set of curves were chosen for each reservoir system. The final curves are 

shown in Figure 5.11 for Ardingly (with storage profiles shown for a DO of 37 Ml/d at Barcombe) and in 

Figure 5.12 for Arlington (with storage profiles shown for a DO of 14 Ml/d). The plots show the lowest three 

reservoir storages from the DO simulation of the conjunctive use model (black solid lines), the existing 

reservoir curves (yellow/red dashed lines) and the observed storage for the recent dry period in 2016-17 

(blue line). For both reservoirs the recent 2016-17 period would have previously resulted in a severe drought 

status being triggered whereas with the new curves a moderate status was just entered for a short period. 

The new curves are consistent with SEW’s current LoS which are: 1 in 10 TUBS (Temporary Use Bans),  

1 in 40 NEUS (Non-Essential Use Bans), 1 in 50 drought permits and orders, never standpipes or rota cuts. 
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Figure 5.11: Optimised Ardingly Reservoir curves. 
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Figure 5.12: Optimised Arlington Reservoir curves. 
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6. Quantifying WRZ DO and drought resilience 

6.1. Overview 

The DO assessment has been undertaken to achieve two main objectives: 

1. Provide WRZ level DO assessment based on the design droughts in the historical record and the climate 

change scenarios. 

2. Provide WRZ level drought resilience assessment for a range of design drought events including events 

that are worse than those experienced historically. This analysis makes use of stochastic drought 

scenarios, synthetic drought library and the third dry winter scenario. 

6.2. Calculating DO  

The DO of a WRZ is the output of a commissioned source or group of sources, for the design drought 

selected, as constrained by: hydrological yield; licenced quantities; environment (represented through 

licence constraints); pumping plant and/or well/aquifer properties; raw water mains and/or aqueducts; 

transfer and/or output main; treatment; water quality. The DO of a WRZ is also constrained by the LoS that a 

water company is committed to delivering to its customers. 

For the groundwater dominated WRZs (WRZs 1 and 4-8) the WRZ DO assessment is undertaken using 

group and WRZ aggregation rules which have been provided by SEW. These aggregations rules have been 

applied to the source level DOs derived in Section 3. 

In order to calculate the DO for WRZs 2 and 3 the conjunctive use water resources models are used. These 

contain all of the operational constraints that need to be considered within the system and account for the 

WRZ groundwater DO. The remaining consideration is determining the demand which the water supply 

system can be run whilst maintaining LoS. This is done through systematically incrementing demand until 

system failure constraints are reached as described in Section 6.2.1. 

For all WRZs the additional DO provided by bulk transfers and any unmodelled sources, such as the surface 

water resource provided at Bray, are input as fixed values.  These additional DO figures are assumed to not 

be constrained by any factor other than by the relevant licence(s). A list of these sources is provided in 

Appendix A. 

6.2.1. DO estimation – WRZs 2 and 3 only 

The DO calculation method involves systematically increasing the demand that is place upon the water 

supply system until the system failure constraint is reached. The system failure constraints that have been 

considered are an unfulfilled demand, breaching the reservoir emergency storage or failing to meet the LoS. 

A similar approach has been adopted in quantifying the impacts of climate change on DO – for each 

UKCP09 scenario demand has been incrementally increased to identify the demand which most closely 

replicates the historical LoS (see Section 7.2.2 for further details). 
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6.3. Selecting events for the drought resilience assessment 

6.3.1. Overview 

As outlined in Section 2.1.1 the stochastic data set provides 15,600 years of climatology. In order to use this 

dataset as part of the DO assessment the aim is to identify a set of drought events for each WRZ such that 

the DO can be calculated for specific events. This section describes how the drought events have been 

selected. 

The aim of the drought selection process is to identify droughts events with a defined severity of impact and 

defined duration of event as summarised in Table 6.1. For groundwater dominated WRZs only a single, 

typically, 24 month duration event, has been selected for each severity level. Where 24 month duration 

events were not simulated by the stochastic data set, a 12 month duration event was selected. This occurred 

primarily in WRZs where the difference in ADO between different severities was minimal, for example WRZ5. 

In WRZ2 and WRZ3 the drought selection has been made based on the surface water DO and has 

considered three contrasting drought profile durations to reflect how different types of events may influence 

conjunctive use and the effectiveness of demand restrictions. 

Table 6.1: Overview of stochastic drought selection 

Severity Duration Surface Water Groundwater 

Design  

(~1 in 100) 

12 Month x 

x 18 Month x 

24 Month x 

Severe 

(~1 in 200) 

12 Month x 

x 18 Month x 

24 Month x 

Extreme 

(~1 in 500) 

12 Month x 

x 18 Month x 

24 Month x 

6.3.2. Ranking droughts 

For every single year of the stochastic dataset the DO has been calculated using the methods outlined in 

Section 6.2. Subsequently, the 15,600 years of data are ranked from smallest DO to largest DO allowing a 

probability of exceedance versus DO plot to be created. An example of this plot is shown in Figure 6.1 for the 

lowest 10% of the annual DO values in WRZ2. The historical DOs have also been plotted as vertical dashed 

lines. Comparing the historical DO values with the stochastic dataset it is clear there are differences in the 

underlying distribution of data. The worst historic DO, in a 100 year record, is nearly 10 Ml/d greater than the 

1 in 50 (98% exceedance) stochastic DO. This indicates that the stochastic data does not statistically 

recreate the expected variability of the historical dataset suggesting a dry bias and that the probability of 

exceedance should not be relied upon in absolute terms. This issue may be caused by the historical data in 

this area being statistically different to its neighbouring areas within the WRSE stochastic generation and 

emphasises that return periods associated with drought events should be treated with caution.  
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It was therefore considered necessary to apply further interpretation to the use of the stochastic data. If the 

worst historic drought, in a 100 year record, is assumed to be equivalent to a 1 in 100 year event (see the 

box below) it is then possible for this level of DO to be used as a reference point at which the stochastic and 

historic distributions should be equivalent. Subsequently a 1 in 200 equivalent stochastic event was taken to 

be twice less likely than the 1 in 100 events and in turn the 1 in 500 event is five times less likely than a 1 in 

100 event. This leads to an adjustment of the anticipated DO at each return period as shown in Figure 6.2. 

After this adjustment the 1 in 100 stochastic (blue horizontal line) can be seen to be of an equivalent DO to 

the worst historic event. This issue was much more pronounced in WRZ2 than elsewhere in SEW’s area. 

Following the adjustment process it is possible to find all of the events with given severities (i.e. 1 in 100, 

200, and 500) which all have the same DO. The next step is to look at each of these drought years to 

understand the temporal pattern of the drought. 

Calculating drought probabilities 

The historic records held by South East Water have been simulated back to 1918 and therefore include 

four significant drought events, notably 1921, 1933/34, 1944 and 1976. The yield of each WRZ has been 

assessed against the worst historic drought that affects that WRZ and this is assumed to be approximately 

the equivalent of a 1 in 100 year return period event based on the length of record i.e. the worst event 

occurs only once in the 100 year record. 

Water resource systems typically only become constrained during drought events and therefore the 

system behaviour during “normal” (non-drought) years is different to that experienced during a drought 

year. Formally estimating the likelihood (expressed as a return period) of any given drought would 

therefore be based on only a small number of events (i.e. four drought years in this instance). As with any 

statistical analysis, confidence in the results increases with a greater number of samples.  A sample of 

four droughts is very low and therefore, the results of any statistical analysis, such as Extreme Value 

Analysis (EVA), would be very low.   

Analysis of the likelihood of rainfall can provide context for water supply drought likelihood but the 

response between rainfall, hydrology and hydrogeology and in turn water resource systems is non-linear. 

For example a 1 in 200 year rainfall event may only result in a 1 in 100 year water supply system impact. 

As a results of these factors, it is assumed that the worst historic event is approximated as at least a 1 in 

100 event and that additional analysis (such as EVA) would not improve confidence in the assessment 

results and is therefore considered unnecessary at this time. 
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Figure 6.1: Annual DO probability of exceedance for stochastic dataset before any adjustment. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Annual DO with adjusted probability of exceedance for stochastic dataset. 
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6.3.3. Identifying drought durations 

The ranking of droughts described in the previous section has identified a subset of events for each of the 

drought severities in Table 6.1. For example, for a 1 in 100 event this identifies ~150 separate years which 

have a similar DO. From these 150 events a representative 12, 18 and 24 month event have been selected 

for the surface water dominated WRZs. As stated above, multiple durations have been considered to reflect 

how different types of events may influence conjunctive use and the effectiveness of demand restrictions.  

This selection has been based on analysis of the underlying rainfall time series using the standardised 

precipitation index (SPI). For each drought event the 12, 18 and 24 month rolling SPI value has been 

calculated and the event has been characterised with respect to the duration with the lowest SPI. In order to 

choose the final selection of drought events a visual inspection of the SPI time series is required to ensure 

that the SPI deficit and drought DO impact are aligned. The SPI time series for the nine design drought 

events in WRZ2 is shown in Figure 6.3.  

 

 

Figure 6.3: WRZ2 SPI profiles for final selected drought events. 

6.3.4. Quantifying drought resilience in WRZs 2 and 3 

For WRZs 2 and 3 it should be noted that for the analysis for drought resilience assessment that 

incorporates stochastic drought events (and the third dry winter drought event) it is not possible to account 

for LoS. This is because the stochastic sequences do not 100% recreate the natural variability that is 

expected in comparison to the historical record and therefore the LoS that would be achieved from using the 
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stochastics would be inconsistent with the historical record. Further to this, for the analysis that has been 

undertaken here a “drought library” has been constructed to minimise computational resource requirements 

which uses the drought events as a continuous sequence with the droughts interspersed with periods of run 

in/out average climatology to establish “normal” antecedent conditions. Consequently the drought library 

cannot be used in a LoS type of DO assessment. 
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7. Summary of final results 

7.1. Introduction 

This report is section presents the results of the DO assessment for all WRZs using the methods outlined in 

the report. The DO results presented here are presented in two forms: 

 DO assessment for the historical record to provide the values required for the main WRMP planning 

tables. These reflect Levels of Service. 

 Drought resilience assessment considered the worst historical drought, the stochastic drought library and 

the third dry winter scenario. These provide the values required for Table 10 in the WRMP planning 

table. For Haywards Heath and Eastbourne WRZs these do not reflect Levels of Service and present the 

DO that would be realised by running the events to the Emergency Storage Line. The benefits from 

demand restrictions for groundwater sources have not been quantified due the lack of available evidence 

and the limitations of the relatively simple modelling approach applied. 

There are additional documents that accompany this report.  The final DO, climate change and drought 

resilience results are presented in the following documents: 

 MAR5616-ResultsSummaryADOs-R08-00.xlsx (groundwater and surface water results). 

 MAR5616-ResultsSummaryPDOs-R08-00.xlsx (only groundwater modelled). 

 MAR5616-SourceLevelResults-R08-00.xlsx (groundwater modelled results only). 

7.2. DO assessment results 

7.2.1. Summary of WRZ DO 

The total DO results for Average Deployable Output (ADO) for modelled sources only, for all the WRZs 

evaluated are as follows in Table 7.1: 

Table 7.1: ADO WRZ level results 

WRZ 

Worst Historical Drought (Ml/d) 

Modelled sources only 

1 36.78 

2 71.36 

3 60.38 

4 137.09 

5 53.97 

6* 50.87 

7 7.45 

8 111.37 

Notes:  Results are provided for all modelled sources only, with the exception of WRZ2 which includes a fixed value 
for the Shellbrook source.  For WRZ2 and 3, the results for the Worst Historical Drought consider a restriction 
to the number of reservoir curve transgressions that may occur as a proxy for LoS.  

 * A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. Please note that there will 
be a slight discrepancy between these values and those reported in the planning tables.    
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7.2.2. Assessing climate change impacts on DO 

For each WRZ, the UKCP09 climate change scenarios (see Section 2.1.5) have been used to perturb the 

respective climatology of the groundwater recharge models and HYSIM models. For the recharge models 

the resulting climate change recharge sequences have been used with the MLR models to generate 

groundwater levels and in turn source DOs similarly to the approach adopted for the historic record as 

described in Section 3. The WRZ DO for groundwater dominated WRZs are subject to the same constraints 

and aggregation process as described in Section 3 to provide the basis for comparative WRZ climate change 

scenario DO.  

For WRZs 2 and 3, the HYSIM climate change flow sequences and groundwater climate change DOs have 

been used as input to the conjunctive use water resources model. For each UKCP09 scenario demand has 

been systematically increased to identify the demand which most closely replicates the historical LoS. The 

outcome is the assignment of a DO to each UKCP09 climate change scenarios. It should be noted that each 

the revised reservoir curves (see Section 5.6) have not been further revised for each climate change 

simulation  

For each SEW WRZ there are 100 values of a change in DO derived from the UKCP09 scenarios (see 

Section 2.1.5 for how the 100 UKCP09 scenarios were selected), calculated by subtracting the climate 

change DO from the historical design DO. The results presented here summarise these 100 scenario using 

percentiles from the distribution of results. Values for bulk transfers and unmodelled sources have been 

considered separately by SEW and are not reported here.  

Table 7.2: Climate change results: ADO aggregated (modelled) WRZ level results for the 2080s, medium 
emission scenario, for the 5

th
, 50

th
 and 95

th
 percentile of the climate change simulations – modelled sources 

only. 

WRZ 

5
th

 percentile 

Ml/d (%) 

50
th

 percentile 

Ml/d (%) 

95
th

 percentile 

Ml/d (%) 

1 35.82 (-0.28) 35.92 (0) 36.78 (2.39) 

2 39.21 (-45.05) 63.35 (-11.22) 73.45 (2.93) 

3 56.15 (-7.01) 59.38 (-1.66) 61.88 (2.48) 

4 134.45 (-1.93) 137.30 (0.15) 148.65 (8.43) 

5 53.81 (-0.3) 54.07 (0.19) 57.49 (6.52) 

6* 50.77 (-0.2) 50.97 (0.2) 50.97 (0.2) 

7 7.25 (-2.68) 7.45 (0) 8.4 (12.75) 

8 111.22 (-0.13) 111.40 (0.03) 112.00 (0.57) 

Source:  Results include all modelled sources only, with the exception of WRZ2 which includes a fixed value for the 
Shellbrook source.  Non-modelled sources and bulk supplies are considered separately by SEW.  For each 
UKCP09 scenario demand has been systematically increased to identify the demand which most closely 
replicates the historical LoS. 

*A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. This should not result in any 
material difference in response to climate change, but please note that there will be a slight discrepancy 
between these values and those reported in the planning tables. 
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7.3. Drought Resilience Results 

7.3.1. Summary of WRZ drought resilience 

The total results for ADO for all the modelled sources in each of the WRZs evaluated for the three drought 

severities and third dry winter scenario are as follows in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3: Drought resilience results: ADO WRZ level results for each drought severity and the third dry 
winter scenario 

WRZ 

Design Drought, 

Ml/d  

modelled sources only  

Severe drought 

Ml/d  

modelled sources only  

Extreme drought 

Ml/d  

modelled sources only  

Third dry winter 

Ml/d  

modelled sources only  

1 36.78  36.78  36.78  35.92  

2 73.99  

84.18  

74.49  

67.99  

68.53  

67.99  

62.49  

62.49  

62.44  

67.21  

3 61.38  

61.38  

61.15  

60.15  

60.15  

60.88  

58.38  

58.15  

57.65  

61.60  

4 137.16  135.91  134.91  136.52  

5 53.97  53.92  53.91  53.97  

6* 50.87  50.82  50.77  50.72  

7 7.45  7.40  7.35  7.45  

8 111.37  111.32  111.27  111.27  

Source:  Results are provided for all modelled sources only, with the exception of WRZ2 which includes a fixed value 
for the Shellbrook source.  For WRZ2 and 3, three sets of results are provided for each drought scenario, 
driven by the results of the surface water DO analysis. Restriction to the number of reservoir curve 
transgressions that may occur has not been considered. 

*A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. This should not result in any 
material difference in drought response, but please note that there will be a slight discrepancy between these 
values and those reported in the planning tables. 

7.3.2. Demand restrictions 

The benefits of demand restrictions were calculated for the surface water sources.  The results of such 

demand restrictions are shown in Table 7.4 which, shows that demand restrictions have a greater benefit in 

WRZ3 compared to WRZ2. 
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Table 7.4: Benefits of demand restrictions for surface water sources 

Drought 

event 

Duration 

(months) 

WRZ2 WRZ3 

DO 

Modelled results 

only 

Unrestricted 

demand 

DO 

Modelled results 

only 

Benefit of demand 

restrictions 

DO 

Modelled results 

only 

Unrestricted 

demand 

DO 

Modelled results 

only 

Benefit of demand 

restrictions 

Historical 

Record  

(curve 

transgressions) 

n/a 41.50 0.0 14.00 0.0 

Historical 

Drought 

(emergency 

storage) 

n/a 42.50 1.0 15.00 3.0 

Design  

(AP = 1%) 

12 42.50 0.0 15.00 2.5 

18 42.50 0.5 15.00 2.0 

24 43.00 0.5 15.00 2.0 

Severe  

(AP = 0.5%) 

12 36.50 0.5 14.00 2.5 

18 37.00 1.0 14.00 2.5 

24 36.50 1.0 14.50 1.5 

Extreme  

(AP = 0.2%) 

12 31.00 0.5 12.00 2.5 

18 31.00 1.0 12.00 1.0 

24 31.00 0.5 11.50 1.5 

3DW n/a 37.50 0.5 15.50 1.5 

Notes:  Results are provided for all modelled sources only, with the exception of WRZ2 which, includes a fixed value 
for the Shellbrook source 

7.3.3. Drought response surfaces 

Groundwater 

A response surface of the minimum DO simulated under droughts of specified severity and duration was 

plotted for each WRZ. This allows for the systematic evaluation of how the modelled groundwater 

component of WRZ DO would respond to droughts worse than those previously experienced. Response 

surfaces were developed for droughts commencing at the start (October) and mid-point (April) of the 

hydrological year. The DO response surface was overlain with stars depicting historical events from 

whichever drought area the WRZ sits. 

Typically, the “envelope” of historical events covers the area of the response surface where a reduction in 

DO is not simulated. The impact on drought varies between WRZs, as shown in Table 7.5. The range of 

ADO and PDO in Table 7.5 correspond to the groundwater ADO and PDO for each WRZ under the full range 

of synthetic droughts considered. It should be noted that the values presented exclude the spring sources 

(WRZ1, WRZ4, and WRZ6) and also those related to the Medway gravels (WRZ1) and bulk transfers which 
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are discussed further in Section 6 and listed in Appendix A. WRZ DO response surfaces are shown in 

Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.16 and highlight the significant variation to droughts for the different WRZs. 

Table 7.5: Summary of DO assessment results for the modelled sources, aggregated to the WRZ scale, only 
for the range of synthetic droughts 

WRZ 

Range of groundwater ADO simulated 

during synthetic droughts (Ml/d) 

Range of groundwater PDO simulated 

during synthetic droughts (Ml/d) 

1 35.77 – 36.78 41.13 – 42.29 

2 29.77 – 31.53 37.26 – 37.45 

3 46.10 – 46.38 55.96 – 56.61 

4 123.61 – 148.76 140.84 – 162.02 

5 51.78 – 57.49 57.97 – 64.02 

6* 50.32 – 50.97 58.85 – 60.42 

7 6.40 – 8.40 9.45 – 10.30 

8 110.92 – 112.00 126.12 – 127.65 

Source: SEW_CSM_027 synthetic drought results 

Notes: * A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. This should not result in any 
material difference in drought response, but please note that there will be a slight discrepancy between these 
values and those reported in the planning tables. 
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Figure 7.1: WRZ1 ADO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the east drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.2: WRZ1 PDO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the east drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.3: WRZ2 ADO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the east drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.4: WRZ2 PDO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Source: stars represent historical events in the east drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027 white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.5: WRZ3 ADO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the east drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.6: WRZ3 PDO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the east drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.7: WRZ4 ADO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the west drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.8: WRZ4 PDO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the west drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.9: WRZ5 ADO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the west drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.10: WRZ5 PDO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the west drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.11: WRZ6 ADO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the east drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO  

Note: A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. This should not result in any material difference in drought response, but please note that 
there will be a slight discrepancy between these values and those reported in the planning tables. 
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Figure 7.12: WRZ6 PDO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the east drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 

Note: A minor adjustment was made to the aggregation of WRZ6 following this analysis. This should not result in any material difference in drought response, but please note that 
there will be a slight discrepancy between these values and those reported in the planning tables. 
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Figure 7.13: WRZ7 ADO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the west drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.14: WRZ7 PDO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the west drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.15: WRZ8 ADO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the west drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Figure 7.16: WRZ8 PDO (modelled groundwater sources only) response surface 

Notes: stars represent historical events in the west drought area. Source: SEW_CSM_027  white grid = no reduction in DO 
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Surface water 

Figure 7.17, Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19 show surface response plots for three locations: the Ouse at 

Barcombe Mills, the Ouse at Ardingly and the Cuckmere at Sherman’s Bridge. 

These plots are designed to display synthetic droughts, with the proportion of LTA rainfall in the y-axis and 

the drought duration on the x-axis.  The coloured boxes represent the number of days below the minimum 

residual flow threshold, relative to 100%LTA.  For each plot, the left-hand plot presents droughts that start in 

April and in the right-hand plot, the droughts start in October.  The black starts are historical droughts in the 

England.   

As part of their use in to assess DO and resilience to droughts, the stochastically generated sequences 

should be placed in the context of the historical record to ensure appropriate events. This analysis is 

presented in Section 5 which covers the water resources system modelling undertaken as part of this project 

and the application of the hydrological inflow sequences described here. 

Haywards Heath and Eastbourne WRZs are conjunctive use WRZs and therefore the drought resilience of 

the overall WRZs is a reflection of the drought resilience of the groundwater sources and the surface water 

sources. Consequently WRZ level response surfaces for these two systems are presented in Figure 7.20 

and Figure 7.21 and have been based on the running the synthetic events to the emergency storage level. 
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Figure 7.17: Surface response plots for the Ouse at Barcombe Mills. 

Source: n/a 

The results of the analysis presented in Figure 7.17 indicate a greater sensitivity to drought when the start month is October.   
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Figure 7.18: Surface response plots for the Ouse at Ardingly 

Source: n/a 
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Figure 7.19: Surface response plots for the Cuckmere at Sherman's Bridge. 

Source: n/a 
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Figure 7.20: Surface response plots for WRZ2, taking both groundwater and surface water drought resilience into account 

Source: n/a 
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Figure 7.21: Surface response plots for WRZ3, taking both groundwater and surface water drought resilience into account 

Source: n/a 
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Appendices 

A. Unmodelled sources 

A.1. Groundwater sources 

Table A.1 provides a summary of the groundwater sources not assessed using models by HR Wallingford.  

The sources listed are either spring or gravel sources.  Assessment of DO using the methods outlined in 

Section 3.4 is not appropriate as a relationship between the sources and a signature borehole is not 

possible.   

The fluctuations in groundwater levels at the gravel sources are controlled by river flows, rather than regional 

groundwater levels.  SEW do not currently hold a hydrological model simulating flow at the River Medway 

gauging stations of Chafford and Colliers Land Bridge, therefore this control could not be explored. 

As a result, the assessment of gravel and spring groundwater DO has relied on the expert judgement of 

SEW for example, the Medway gravels were scaled to RMS bulk supplies and the springs from 

hydrogeological conceptualisation of the aquifer. 

Table A.1: List of groundwater sources not included in modelling 

WRZ Groundwater source 

1 Pembury Springs 

1 Hartlake Wells 

1 Tonbridge Gravels 

6 Cossington Springs 

Source:  SEW pers. comms. 

A.2. Surface water sources 

Table A.2 provides a summary of the surface water sources not assessed using models by HR Wallingford.   

Table A.2: List of surface water sources not included in modelling 

WRZ Surface water source 

2 Shellbrook 

3 Crowhurst Bridge 

3 Wallers Haven 

4 Keleher 

Source: SEW pers. comms. 

A.3. Bulk supplies 

Table A.3 provides a summary of the bulk supplies not assessed using models by HR Wallingford.  The 

values subject to agreement between the relevant water companies and are therefore potentially subject to 

change. 
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Table A.3: Summary of bulk supplies not included in modelling 

WRZ 

Bulk Transfer (Import from/export to 

neighbouring company) 

Bulk Transfer (Treated as SEW own 

source) 

1 N/A N/A 

2 
Weir Wood Reservoir N/A 

Outwood to Whitely Hill  N/A 

3 Darwell N/A 

4 Egham N/A 

5 N/A N/A 

6 

RMS Burham 

Matts Hill (Belmont)   

Pitfield Booster   

RZ8 to RZ6 Transfer   

7 RMS Bewl Bridge Reservoir 

8 

To Folkestone & Dover/Affinity   

N/A Bottom Pond Stockbury 

RZ8 to RZ6 Transfer   

Source: SEW pers. comms. 
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B. Groundwater Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) 

A summary of the statistical relationship between simulated recharge and observed groundwater levels at the signature groundwater sites is provided in Table B.1. 

Table B.1: Summary of MLR equations and adjusted R
2
 

WRZ Signature groundwater site Adjusted R
2
 

MLR equation 

• gwl = groundwater level 

• gwlag = previous year’s groundwater level 

• lower case = month 

• upper case = season 

2* Houndean Bottom 0.53 gwl = 0.1344sep + 0.0486JJA + 0.0206MAM + 0.4984gwlag 

2* Whitelot Bottom 0.65 gwl = 12.5905 + 0.2451sep + 0.0117MAM + 0.0097DJF + 0.0049SON + 0.4698gwlag 

3 Cross in Knaves 0.44 gwl = 46.4744 + 0.0742may + 0.0018apr + 0.0031mar + 0.0033nov + 0.3569gwlag 

3 West Dean No3 0.60 gwl = 0.7261 + 0.0533may + 0.0023apr + 0.0012mar + 0.0028nov + 0.0019oct + 0.3534 

4 Folly Cottage 0.55 gwl = 13.8195 + 0.1946sep + 0.0093MAM + 0.0034DJF + 0.0195SON + 0.5100gwlag 

4 Lower Wield Farm 0.74 gwl = 51.3147 + 0.0162sep + 0.1039JJA + 0.0174MAM + 0.0087DJF + 0.0086SON + 0.4283gwlag 

4* Stonor Park 0.82 gwl = 33.2575 + 0.0282sep + 0.1772JJA + 0.0941MAM + 0.0535DJF + 0.0576SON + 0.3686gwlag 

5* Hambledon Old School 0.62 gwl = 54.1861 + 0.0233MAM + 0.0095DJF + 0.0097SON + 0.4218gwlag 

6 Ryarsh No2 0.75 gwl = 3.3938 + 0.0033DJF + 0.0020SON + 0.6349gwlag 

6 Stansted 0.86 gwl = 17.5581 + 0.0575MAM + 0.0356DJF + 0.0345SON + 0.4134gwlag 

7 Elphicks Farm 0.63 gwl = 6.7561 + 0.0658dec + 0.0863MAM + 0.0187DJF + 0.3735gwlag 

8 Charing No7 0.67 gwl = 16.1913 + 0.0015MAM + 0.0028DJF + 0.0025SON + 0.7667gwlag 

8 Dane Court Farm 0.77 gwl = 9.6868 + 0.0298MAM + 0.0149DJF + 0.0149SON + 0.6117gwlag 

8 Duckpit Farm 0.85 gwl = 18.2854 + 0.0608jan + 0.0177dec + 0.0784MAM + 0.0302DJF + 0.3171gwlag 

Source:  SEW_GWL_048 

Notes: *Signature groundwater site is not located within a WRZ, nearest WRZ is listed instead.   
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